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I N T R O D U C T I O N A N D S U M M A R Y 
The main subject of this thesis is supremum self-decomposability. It consists of three 
parts, in the form of separate papers. In the first paper, random variables take values in 
R , the d-dimensional extended real Une, and in the third paper in continuous lattices. 
In between, the second paper contains nonprobabilistic preliminaries for continuous 
lattices: it studies various versions of semicontinuity, partly in relation to continuous 
lattices. We start by describing the background and contents of the first paper. 
The idea for the concept of supremum (sup) self-decomposability is due to Mejzler, 
although he did not use this term. The subject came up in a natural way, as the 
supremum analogue of "additive" self-decomposability. We briefly describe the additive 
case, and refer to Loève [1977] for details. In the additive case, it is well-known that , for 
real-valued independent identically distributed (iid) random variables Χχ,Χί,· • -, real 
constants α ι , α ζ , . . . , and real positive constants 61,^2,..., the limit distributions of the 
normalized partial sums 
(¿JT*-«.„)/*» (1) 
i f c = l 
as η —» oo are the (additively) stable distributions. Note that the choice a
n
 : = nE(Xi ) 
and b„ := •
v
/(nVar(Xi)) yields the central limit theorem; so in particular normal distri­
butions are stable. 
When the id-part of the iid-condition is relaxed, so when the independent random 
variables Χι, X2, ·.. are no longer assumed to be identically distributed but still obey a 
uniform asymptotical negligibility (uan) condition that prevents eventual domination of 
single terms, then a larger class of possible limit distributions of (1) arises, the so-called 
(additively) self-decomposable distributions. This class was originally called the class L, 
by Khintchine. 
When the sequence Χι, X2,... is replaced by a triangular array: 
Χΐ,ΐϊ -^2,1,-^2,2; -Хз.Ъ -Хз,2, -Хз.Э; ^ 4 , Ь · · · 
(where the Х,^ are independent for each fixed i and varying j), obeying another uan 
condition, then a further larger class of possible limit distributions of 
arises, the (additively) infinitely divisible distributions; here a
n
 and b
n
 can be made part 
of An,*. 
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All these three concepts have been generalized to higher dimensions, without es­
sential changes. 
Now we leave the additive case. The same questions can be asked for normalized partial 
maxima instead of normalized partial sums of real-valued variables. This results in the 
notions of лир stable distributions as limit distributions of 
η 
( V Xk - an)/b„ (2) 
4=1 
for iid Xk (actually Fisher & Tippett [1928] show that there are only three classes of 
such distributions), аир self-decomposable distributions as limits of (2) for independent 
but not necessarily identically distributed Xk satisfying an appropriate uan condition 
(Mejzler [1950, 1953, 1956]), and sup infinitely divisible distributions as limits of 
η 
i = l 
for a uan triangular array (Balkema & Resnick [1977]). 
The uan condition in (2) is very essential. It states that the single components 
(Xk—a
n
)/b
n
 vanish in probability uniformly for fc < η as η —• oo. If this were not 
required, then every random variable would be sup self-decomposable; see Hüsler [1989] 
for an example. 
Two of these three concepts were extended from R1 to R1*: sup stability by De Haan 
& Resnick [1977], and sup infinite divisibiUty by Balkema & Resnick [1977]. Extension 
of sup self-decomposability from R1 to R (or rather [—oo, oo)'') is the topic of the first 
part of our thesis, however with bn = 1; in the meantime, Hüsler [1989] covered the 
general case 6n > 0. 
We now concentrate on sup self-decomposability in R . An intrinsic characterization 
of sup self-decomposability (in our sense) is the following: a random variable X is sup 
self-decomposable iff for every t > 0 there exists a random variable Xf such that 
X = (X - t • 1) V X,, X±Xi, (3) 
where "=" denotes equality in distribution, 11 denotes the vector ( 1 , 1 , . . . , 1) and "±" 
denotes independence. This characterization explains the word "self-decomposability". 
Equivalently, a distribution function F is sup self-decomposable iff for every t > 0 there 
exists a distribution function Ft such that 
F(x) = F(x + t-l)-Ft(x) 
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for all г € L. Similar intrinsic characterizations exist for all six classes mentioned 
above. In the table on the following pages, a survey is given of both these intrinsic 
characterizations and those as limit distributions. 
The final main characterization is in terms of Poisson processes. Let / 6 R , E := 
{χ € R : χ > /, χ Φ /} (where the ordering is coordinate wise), and let μ be a Radon 
measure on E, i.e., μ(λ') < oo for all compact К С E. Then ρ : = Leb χ μ defines a 
measure on (0, oo) χ E (where "Leb" denotes Lebesgue measure). Let Πρ be (the support 
of) a Poisson process on (0, oo) χ E with intensity measure p. Then the random variable 
A-:=/vV{x-t-l :(t ,z)en p } (4) 
is sup self-decomposable; conversely, if X is a sup self-decomposable random variable 
with its values in [—oo, οο)"*, then X can be represented this way. The restriction to 
[—oo, οο)1* rather than R was in the first instance made for technical reasons: proofs 
heavily lean on the exclusion of the coordinates +oo. We return to the theoretical 
background of this later on. This result has also been inspired by an analogue for 
the additive case, which was discovered fairly recently (Wolfe [1982], Jurek L· Vervaat 
[1983]). 
Our next goal was a more general setting. It turned out that the notion of continuous 
lattices is very appropriate for our purposes. Besides R , it also covers two other inter­
esting spaces: the space T(Ei) of all closed subsets of a topological space £?, and the 
space US(E, R) of all upper semicontinuous functions from E to R. Here E is taken 
locally quasicompact, in order to make ^(E) and US(E, R) continuous lattices. 
We briefly sketch the structure of a continuous lattice. A complete lattice is a set in 
which every subset has an infimum and a supremum. A subset A of L is filtered if every 
two elements χ and y of A admit a common lower bound ζ which also belongs to A. A 
strict inequality relation on L is defined in the following way: χ is said to be way above 
y, denoted χ 3> y, if every filtered subset A of L with inf A < y contains an element 
a < x. A complete lattice L is said to be сопііпиоил if χ = inf {y g L : y >· χ] for all 
χ € L. Continuous lattices are topologized by declaring the sets {y 6 L : y ^ x} and 
{y € L : χ 3» y} open subbase elements for all χ € L. This so-called Lawson topology 
makes L a compact HausdorfF space. Furthermore, we assume L to be second countable; 
in that case, it is completely metrizable. 
An extensive study of continuous lattices is made in Gierz et al. [1980]. Unfortunately, 
this rich book is not so accessible for probabilists, so we felt the need to collect some 
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SURVEY OF THE CLASSES OF (ADDITIVELY) INFINITELY DIVISIBLE, SELF-DECOMPOSABLE AND STABLE DISTRIBUTIONS ON R 
Y infinitely 
divisible 
Y self-decompos­
able 
Y stable 
in terms of limit laws 
There exist random variables Xn^ for 
η = 1,2,... and 1 < к < η such that 
η 
y ^ - ^ n . f c - Ύ as η —> oo 
fc = l 
(Χη,ι, ••• ι Χη,η independent for 
each η and uniformly asymptotically 
negligible). 
There exist independent uniformly 
asymptotically negligible random vari­
ables Χι, X2, · . . and constants a
n
 > 0, 
b
n
 e R such that 
Σ*:-1 Xk - b„ d 
β-
1
 - + У as η -» oo. 
There exist independent identi­
cally distributed random variables 
Χι, X2 • • • and constants o
n
 > 0, 
b„ e R such that 
Е 2
=
і * * - * » Д
у
 a s n - o o . 
intrinsic 
in terms of random variables in terms of characteristic 
functions 
For η = 1,2,... there exist inde­
pendent identically distributed 
random variables Y„yi,...,Yn¡n 
such that 
Υ = Υ
ηΛ
 + --· + Υη,η. 
For each t > 0 there exists a 
random variable Κ< such that 
y ^ e - ' y + Yi, 
У and y t independent. 
There exists a function s such 
that for each ί > 0 
У = е-
Е
У + е-а<4>У' 
(У and У' independent and 
Y'=Y). 
For η = 1,2,... the function 
A - ( M A ) ) " 
is a characteristic function. 
For each t > 0 the function 
. Ы А ) 
iMe-'A) 
is a characteristic function. 
There exists a function s such 
that for each t > 0 and all λ 
SURVEY OF THE CLASSES OF SUP INFINITELY DIVISIBLE, SUP 
in terms of limit laws 
SELF-DECOMPOSABLE AND SUP STABLE DISTRIBUTIONS ON ñd 
intrinsic 
in terms of random variables in terms of distribution 
functions 
Y V-infinitely di-
visible (Balkema 
к Resnick (1977)) 
There exist random variables Х
п
,/ь for 
η = 1,2,... and 1 < к < η such that 
η 
у Хп,к ~~Ύ as η —> οο 
(Χ
η
,ι, · · . , Χ η,η independent for 
each η and uniformly asymptotically 
negligible). 
For η = 1,2,... there exist inde­
pendent identically distributed 
random variables Yn¡i,...,Yn<n 
such that 
Y±Yn,iV-vYn,n. 
For η = 1,2,... the function 
is a distribution function. 
Y V-self-decom-
posable (Gerritse 
(1986)) 
There exist independent uniformly 
asymptotically negligible random vari­
ables Xi,X2,.·. and constants a
n
 > 0 
such that 
η 
γ Xk — o
n
 · 1 —> У as η —> oc 
k = l 
( l : = ( l , l , . . . , l ) 6 R d ) . 
For each t > 0 there exists a 
random variable Yt such that 
Y = (Y-t-l)vYt, 
Y and Yt independent. 
For each t > 0 the function 
Fyjy) 
У
 Fyiy + t-l) 
is a distribution function. 
Y V-stable (de 
Haan & Resnick 
(1977)) 
There exist independent identi­
cally distributed random variables 
Χι, X2 . • • and constants a
n
 > 0 such 
that 
η 
\J Xk — a
n
 • 1 —> Y as η —» oo. 
k = l 
There exists a function 3 such 
that for each t > 0 
Y = (Y-t-l)V{Y' -3(t)-l) 
(Y and Y' independent and 
Y'=Y). 
There exists a function s such 
that for each t > 0 and all y 
results in the second part of our thesis. In comparison to Gierz et al., we reversed the 
order, as we are interested in L = F{E), the closed subsets of E, rather than its open 
subsets. The space T(E) has become very important in applications such as random 
geometry and image analysis (Matheron [1975], Serra [1982]). As a consequence, we 
directed our attention concerning semicontinuous functions to L = US(E, R), the upper 
semicontinuous functions rather than the lower semicontinuous functions. In the first 
instance, we did not confine ourselves to US(E, R), but studied the space US(E) L), the 
upper semicontinuous functions from E to a lattice L, where upper semicontinuity can 
be defined in several ways, which turn out to be equivalent if the lattice is continuous. 
This is part of the subject of the second paper. 
In the third paper, we generalized the notion of sup self-decomposability to the context 
of continuous lattices. The analogue of (3) becomes 
X = T'X VXt, Χ±Χ„ (5) 
where T' is an order automorphism on L for every t > 0. In this way, we obtain a 
group (Т'^еи of automorphisms on L, where Т~* is the inverse of T', T 0 is the identity 
automorphism, and the group operation is defined by T'T* = T' + ". We impose an 
extra condition on these automorphisms: for every t > 0, T* must be anti-extensive 
(T'x < x). FVom this follow many more nice properties, such as: every T' is continuous 
and preserves arbitrary infima and suprema. 
Unfortunately, it turns out that this structure allows only trivial examples if L = F(E) 
in case E is a Ti space. However, the space L = US(E, R) does present a useful 
example: for χ € L, u g E and t > 0, (T'i)(u) := i(u)—i. This example, as well as the 
R example turn up frequently in the text. 
A special role is played by the set of invariant points I := {x e L : T1! = x}. In the R 
example, it concerns points with all coordinates equal to ±oo, in the US(E, R) example, 
it concerns functions with all values equal to ±oo. Set Τ00! := ΐ η ^ Τ Ί : t > 0}. It is 
easily verified that T^L = I. The operator T00 splits the lattice into disjoint so-called 
single attraction domains Di := {χ € L : Τ 0 0 ! = i } . 
These single attraction domains play an important role in the further analysis, as it can 
be proved that, analogously to (5), every sup self-decomposable random variable X can 
be decomposed in the following way: 
XÂT^XS/X^, XlXoo, 
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where the random variable Xoo takes all its values in one single attraction domain. 
Since T°0X is obviously invariant, this means that we can confine ourselves to sup 
self-decomposable random variables with values in a single attraction domain. 
For such random variables, we generalized the characterizations given before in the case 
L = n . Their distributions are precisely the possible limit laws of 
η 
т
в
»( **) 
* = 1 
for independent but not necessarily identically distributed Xt satisfying an appropriate 
uan condition. And every sup self-decomposable random variable with values in a single 
attraction domain can be represented as 
x^vViT4« :(*,*) en,,}, 
thus generalizing (4), where Πρ is a Poisson process on (0, oo) x E and E : = {χ € L : 
x>l,x¿l}. 
Meanwhile, Norberg [1986] generalized the notion of sup infinite divisibility to continu-
ous semi-lattices (in a semi-lattice, every subset has an iniimum, but not necessarily a 
supremum). In the same paper, Norberg shows that, as in R , probability distributions 
on L can be characterized by distribution functions, thus reestablishing and extend-
ing results of Revuz [1955/56]. In the third part of our thesis, we frequently exploit 
Norberg's results. 
Supremum self-decomposable random vectors 
Gerard Gerritse* 
Mathematisch Instituut, Katholieke Umveisiteit, Toemooiveld S, 6525 ED Nijmegen, The Netherlands 
Summary. An intrinsic definition of sup self-decomposable random vectors is 
given. It is proved that they are precisely the limits in distribution of certain 
normalized partial maxima of sequences of independent random vectors. The 
main further result is a representation of sup self-decomposable random vectors 
as functions of Poisson processes, which is the analogue of Wolfe's (1982) 
representation of additively self-decomposable random variables. 
1. Introduction 
As a motivation for the contents of the present paper, we first review a few points 
of the classical theory of R-valued self-decomposable (self-dec) random variables (rv's). 
See Loève (1977), Lukacs (1960) and Laha & Rohatgi (1979). For notations see the 
end of this section. 
(a) An intrinsic characterization. The rv X is said to be self-dec if for each r>0 there is 
a rv X, such that 
j 
(1.1) X = e~'X + X,, where X and X, are independent. 
* The present paper grew out of a Master's Thesis under supervision of Wim Vervaal Support 
was provided by the Netherlands Organization for the Advancement of Pure Research ZWO via 
the Mathematical Centre Foundation SMC (project 10-62-07) 
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(b) A characterization by limits in distribution Let (Aj)^,, be a sequence of 
independent rv's and (α*)*-ι, (Ь*)Г.і sequences of reals, ¿>ц>0, such that 
(1 2) i = L _ • X 
On 
and some uniform asymptotic negligibility condition holds Then X is self-dec, and all 
self-dec rv's can be obtained this way This is the classical result that motivated the 
definition and investigation of self-decomposability, and that places the class of self-dec 
rv's between the smaller class of stable and the larger class of infinitely divisible (inf div) 
rv's 
(c) A characterization by stochastic processes The rv X is self-dec iff 
(13) X = £ e- Y(dt), 
where Y = (У(0)(е(о-) , s a process with stationary independent increments, such that 
(1 4) Ex log(l + |У(1)|) < » 
(cf Wolfe (1982), Jurek & Vervaat (1983)) For companson with our results it is 
worthwhile to note that in case 
/ = inf {Jt P[Y(\) « x] > 0} > -=°, 
in particular for nondecreasing У, we have 
Y(t) = I' + Σ * 
(κ,ι)εΠ 0<uSí 
where Π is a Poisson process on (О,00)2 with intensity Leb χ μ, and μ a Radon measure 
on (0,»] with μ{»} = 0, Γ χμ(αχ) < œ In this case, (1 3) specializes to 
(15) X i l + Σ e~'x 
(rj)en 
In the present paper we consider R1*-valued rv's (R = [-»,0 0]), replace addition + 
by the operation ν of taking componentwise suprema, and obtain corresponding results 
for sup self-decomposability, which we define in Section 2 General properties are 
studied in Sections 2 and 3 
Our characterization by limits in distribution is not a complete analogue of the 
additive case (b) above However, some results are derived in Section 4 
9 
Section 5 deals with the relations between the classes of sup stable, sup self-dec and 
sup inf div rv's. Also preparations are made for the final Section 6, where an analogue 
of the characterization by stochastic processes in (c) is found. 
In this paper we consider rv's with values in R^  rather than R .^ It turns out that the 
extension of R by a bottom —» is harmless, but that the extension by a top +<*> causes 
lots of problems. Nevertheless, we want to tackle this generality, because we will 
encounter similar problems in a future generalization of the present paper to random 
closed subsets of R''. The lattice of such sets has the full set R"* as top, and the empty 
set 0 as bottom. 
Distribution functions (dfs) are considered mostly on Fr rather than R .^ For 
d > 1, a df F is no longer determined by its values on a dense subset of fíd, but rather 
by its values on the union for / с {1,2,...,d} of dense subsets of {* e R'': *, < « for 
iel, χ, = » for ¿ i /} . 
List of notations 
R 
a 
χ « y 
x**y 
VA 
АЛ 
и 
Ιχ 
fî* 
ψχ 
FÍA) 
F(x+) 
F(x-) 
[F>c] 
F(-+y) 
*A 
Leb 
Γ — O D ^ Q D I 
(α,α,.,.,ο) e Rä (eeR) 
χ, < y, for all / (дс ,y e R'') 
Xi ss y, for allí (χ,y e R1*) 
sup A (A с Rd) 
inf A (A с R'') 
{y e Rd:x ** y} 
{y e ñd:y **x) 
{y eRd:x«y) 
{y 6 ñd:y «χ) 
{F(xy.xeA) 
inf F^jr ) 
sup F^x) 
{χ ε R': F(x) > c) 
the function χ ·-» F(x+y) 
number of elements of A 
Lebesgue measure 
10 
equals in distribution 
converges in distribution to 
with probability one 
X and Y are independent 
2. Definitions and elementary properties 
Formula (1 1) suggests us to call X sup self-dec, if for each t > 0 there is a rv X, 
such that 
(2 1) X = e-X ν X, , X 11 X, 
From (2 1) it follows immediately that the marginal df s of the components of X are 
constant on [-".О), so X actually has values only in ({-«} U [Ο,χ])'' Dropping the 
uninteresting possibility of an isolated bottom -°° in any component, we are left with 
[О,»]'1-valued X Applying the transformations χ >-» — 1/дс and χ ι-» log χ to the 
components of [0,°°]''-valued X in (2 1), we obtain the following lattice-isomorphic 
versions of (2 1) 
(2 2) X = e'X ν X„ X 11 X, ([-°°,0]''-valued), 
(2 3) X = {X-t 1) ν X„ X 11 * , (Revalued), 
where 1 = (1,1, ,1) 6 Ρ - We prefer to study version (2 3) of sup self-decomposability 
Analogous results for the other two versions follow by simple transformations 
Definition 2 1 An Hd-valued rv X is sup self-decomposable (sup self-dec), if for each 
r > 0 there is an R1*-valued rv X, such that (2 3) holds 
We can translate this definition in terms of the df F of Λ' 
wpl 
X 11 Y 
11 
Definition 2.2. К ai F on ñd is sup self-dec if for each / > 0 there is a df F, on Ρ"* such 
that F(x) = F{x + 1.1)./=;(*) for all χ e R''. 
Sup self-decomposability in R'' or -JJ-30 is defined similarly. 
Some simple properties concerning sup self-dec rv's are stated in the next lemma. 
Lemma 2.3. (i) If X\,X2 are independent sup self-dec rv's, then Χχ w X2 is also sup 
self-dec. 
(ii) If Х
іг
Хг are independent sup self-dec rv's in W', Rd\ respectively, then (ΑΊ,Λ^) ώ 
sup self-dec in R'',+'',. 
(iii) If X = (A'(1))A'(2>,...,Jf('i)) is sup self-dec, then so are its components 
Χ^^Κ.,.,Χ^Κ 
All these statements are also true with ψ » or R"* instead of fí?. 
Examples, (a) Every degenerate rv is sup self-dec. 
(b) The uniform distribution on 10,1]'' is sup self-dec. 
(c) Not every rv is sup self-dec. For example, the rv defined by 
PIX = 0] = P[X = 1] = '/2 is not. (Compute F,A). 
Investigating sup self-decomposability in R1, we find the following trichotomy. 
Lemma 2.4. If X is sup self-dec in R, then X satisfies exactly one of the following 
statements. 
(i)
 P[X = =0] = 1; 
(ii) P[X = »] < 1, P[\X\ = »] = 1; 
(iii) P[X = » ] < ! , P[X = - » ] = 0. 
Proof. From (2.3) it follows that P[X < »] = PIX < ^].P[X, < »], so P[X < »] = 0 
or P[X, < » ] = !. The first case gives (i). In the second case we have, again by (2.3): 
P[X = -00] = p[X = -oo].P[X, = -00], so P[X, = -co] = 1 or P[X = - « ] = 0. The 
d 
former possibility combined with (2.3) gives: X = X — / 1 , hence \X\ = °o wpl, which is 
(ii). The other possibility, P[X = -<=] = 0, results in (iii). 
• 
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The trichotomy implies that P[XeH] = 0 if P[X = -»] > 0. In the often 
considered special case of Ό·»-valued X the trichotomy reduces to P[X = -«] = 0 or 
1. 
Because of Lemma 2.3(iii), Lemma 2.4 also holds for every component of sup self-
dec R1*-valued rv's. 
We continue by showing uniqueness of F,. 
Lemma 2.5. If F is a sup self-dec df on R* with /·"(«—) > 0, then every F, is determined 
uniquely by 
(2.4) Fl(x) = 
F(x)/F(x+tl) ifF(x)>0 
0 if F(x) = 0 and χ € IK-00) 
Λ F«)-*) if F(x) = 0 and χ i -ГК-°°). 
Proof. Fix / > 0. The cases F(x) > 0 and χ i fhí -^) are trivial, so suppose F(x) = 0 
and χ » -oo. Note that lim F(x+sl) 3: F(oo-) > 0 as i-»». Hence there is а y ^ χ 
such that F{y) = 0 and FCy-Hl) > 0, so Ffy) = F(y)/F(y+fl) = 0. Consequently, 
ƒ·,(*) « F((y) = 0. 
α 
In the third case of (2.4), F,(x) > 0 may occur, as shows the negative exponential 
distribution in R1, (F(jt) := 1 л e'), where F, has an atom e~' in —». 
We now investigate the shape of the set [F > 0]. For that purpose we take the 
following definition from Gierz et al. (1980). 
Definition 2.6. A set A c= Rd is called a filter if Α Φ 0 and 
(i) A is increasing, i.e., f χ с A for je e/l ; 
(ii) . г . у е . Д ^ д г л у е А 
It is not hard to show that every filter A can be written as A = Л | x...x Aj, 
where every A, = (a, ,«>] or [a,,»] for some a, e R. 
Theorem 2.7. If F is sup self-dec in Rd with F(^-) > 0 such that none of its marginals 
F^' has a support (-»,«}, then [F > 0] is a filter. 
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Proof. Obviously [F > 0] is increasing. Suppose x,y e [F > 0]. We will prove that 
дглу e [F > 0]. If Xj = -oc for some i, then by Lemma 2.4 and the condition on the 
support of F^'), the i'th component X^ of every rv X having df F equals —<»> wpl, so 
this component plays no role in [F > 0] being a filter or not. So we may assume that 
x,y e ΐΚ—œ). As F, is a df for every f > 0, we have 
(2.5) F,(* л у) + F ^ ν у) 3= F,(x) + F,{y). 
By upper continuity of F , lim F,(a) = lim F(a)/F(a+rl) = 1 for all a e [F > 0], hence 
rio /io 
we find from (2.5) that lim F,(x л ν) S 1 + 1-1 = 1. By Lemma 2.5, we see that 
Г І 0 
F(x л у) > 0. 
D 
None of the two additional conditions in Theorem 2.7 can be omitted, as show the 
following two examples in R2: (1) P[X = (O,*)] = P[X = (=o,0)] = ^ ; (2) 
P{X = ( - » , - » ) ] = P[X = K°°)] = Ì . 
3. Continuity of sup self-dec dfs 
First we derive a theorem, which re-establishes a result in Galambos (1978). 
Theorem 3.1. F is a sup self-dec df on R iff the function g := log F on R is nonpositive, 
nondecreasing, right-continuous with g(<n) = 0, and concave on R. 
Proof. The listed properties of g without concavity characterize dfs F on R. So it 
remains to prove equivalence of sup self-decomposability of F and concavity of g. The 
case F = 1{»} is trivial. If F Φ l(x}, then F is sup self-dec iff for every t > 0 the 
function F, in (2.4) is a df. Obviously F, is right-continuous and [0,l]-valued with 
F,(oo) = 1. So F is sup self-dec iff F, is nondecreasing for every t > 0 on [F > 0] Π R, 
iff logF( .+f) - log F is nonincreasing for every t > 0 on [log F > -=<>] П R iff 
g = log F is concave on R (for the last equivalence see, for example, Roberts & 
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Varberg (1973)). 
D 
We already know that sup self-dec dfs need not be continuous, since degenerate 
rv's are sup self-dec, but also nondegenerate examples can be obtained easily with the 
help of Theorem 3.1. However, the set of discontinuity points cannot be large, as shows 
the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.2. A sup self-dec df F on R1* is continuous on int [F > 0] Π ψ 0 0 · 
Proof. Let d = 1. Then g = log F is concave on R by Theorem 3.1, so g is continuous 
on int [g > —œ] Π R. Since g is also continuous at — », it is even on 
int [g > - « ] η ψ°°. The theorem now follows for general d^l by applying the 
preceding result to the marginal dfs F, (i = 1,2,...,d) of F (cf. Lemma 2.3(iii)), since 
d 
[F > 0] с f j [F, > 0] and F is continuous at (хіАг>--->х<і) iff each F, is at x,. 
1-1 
Not every continuous df on R is sup self-dec. With the help of Theorem 3.1, we 
easily obtain a counterexample with g(x) := —[х!**.!^«^^). 
The following result is a preparation to Section 6, but fits well in the present 
section, as it deals with concavity. 
Lemma 3.3. Let F be a sup self-dec df on ψ » and χ e R1*. Then the function 
t >-» log F(x+t\) is concave. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.1, it suffices to prove that the function ψ: t i-> F(x+tl) is sup 
self-dec. So we must show that, i > 0 being fixed, the function ( >-» ψ(/)/ψ(ί+ί), 
defíned on [ψ > 0], and completed by 0 for other /, is a df. This follows, since F
s
 is a df 
and 
M = ^х+'У = F,(x+tl) 
ψ(ί+ί) F(x+t\+sl) ΓΛΧΎ'ι>-
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4. Sup self-dec distributions as limit laws 
This section deals with dfs of normalized partial maxima First let d = l, and 
consider a sequence of independent ^°°-valued rv's (.X*)*-i a n ^ sequences of reals 
(α*)Γ-ι and (ί>*)*=ι, bk > 0, such that 
(4 1) Vt-i Xk - "„ J^x
 χ
 nondegenerate 
»л 
and an appropriate uniform asymptotic negligibility (uan) condition holds A complete 
charactenzation of all distribution functions of X arising in this limit problem is due to 
Mejzler (1950, 1953, 1956) and can be found in Galambos (1978, Section 3 10), with R 
instead of i}™ It turns out that X, modulo translations, is sup self-dec in the sense of 
(2 1), (2 2) or (2 3) with top and bottom values excluded X has values in 
(Ο,00), (-",Ο), R respectively (correspondingly, an additional condition Η(ω(Η)-) = 1 
should be inserted in case (и) of Theorem 3 10 2 of Galambos (1978), corresponding to 
(2 2)) Finding similar results for d > 1 is a topic of future research Here we confine 
ourselves to a subcase corresponding to b„ = 1 in (4 1) 
In the remainder of this section all rv's take values m ψ 0 0 с R'' 
Theorem 4.1. Let X be tyn-valued Then X is sup self-dec iff there are independent 
•iy^-valued rv's Χ\,ΧΪ, and constants ai,а
г
, > 0 such that 
(4 2) M„-a„l-ix (M
n
 = Vf=i **) 
and 
(4 3) (i) lim a„ = », (н) hmsup (а
л + 1 - а„) = 0 
Proof "=*" Suppose X is sup self-dec and F is its df For every t > 0, there is a df F, 
such that F(x) = F(j:+fl)F,(jc) for all x ε ψ°° For every Jt e Ν, we define a df Ф
к
 by 
<M*) = F t
 + 1 (Л: - log(* + l)l) 
tot-
Now let Хі,Хг, be independent rv's with respective dfs Фі.Фг, , and set 
d 
M„ = V?=i Xk We will prove that M
n
 - log(n + l)l-> X It suffices to show that 
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P[M
n
 - log(n + l)l =S je] -• ^ (д:) for χ e R'' For such χ, 
P[M
n
 - log(n+l)l « χ] = Π F
 t + , (дг + log^±f 1) 
If F(x) = 0, then the factor with k=n in the product vanishes because of Lemma 2 5, 
so P[M
n
 - log(n+l)l =£ x] = 0 = F(x) 
Next consider the case F{x) > 0 and χ e Rd Then we have, with all denominators m 
the product strictly positive, 
Ρ[Μ
Π
 - 1о6(л + 1)1 S x ] = Π Ч л — = Fr χ • */ ^імл 
" F(jr + l o g — 1 ) F ( J C + l o8(' , + 1)1) 
¿F(x) 
as η-»», since A" is -O o^-valued 
Hence M
n
 - log(n+l)l —> X, as R" is dense m «O-w, and (4 2) follows Finally, it is 
obvious that a„ = log(w + l) satisfies (4 3) 
"•^ " Suppose we have a rv X, independent -U-oo-valued Л^ А^'г, and constants 
ai,a2, > 0, such that (4 2) and (4 3) hold Let G„ be the df of M
n
 - a„ 1, F the df of 
X, and Ф
к
 the df of Xk Then Gn(x) = Π * * ( * + "л1) f o r every x e R1* Now fix 
* = i 
Г > 0 We are looking for a df F, satisfying Definition 2 2 
For χ with fix) = 0, set F,(x) = 0 Next consider χ with f (χ) > 0, such that χ and 
χ + fl are continuity points of F From (4 3) one can deduce (by elementary analysis) 
the existence of a subsequence am¡,ami, of Οι,Οι, such that an - am¡¡ —> t, m„ -» =o 
and л — m„ —» » as л —• °° We write G
n
(x) in the following way 
G„(x) = Π φ * ( * + (βπ-β™.)! + <Ч,1) Π **(-ic + M ) 
Jfc-l / с = і п
я
 + І 
Now C„(x) -» F(x) as л -» » and 
Π «M* + (в
я
-в
и
.)1 + <ЧІ) - fí-í + M) 
*-ι 
As F(x + ri) > 0, it follows that 
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Π 'M* + «„I) - F{x)lFb + il) = FM 
*=m„ + l 
In this way we determine a weak limit F,, a df on R ,^ satisfying Definition 2 2 
D 
Conditions (4 3) in the above theorem can be replaced by another condition, which 
also occurs in an equivalent form in Balkema & Resmck (1977) 
Theorem 4.2. Let X be a tyn-valued rv with df F Then X is sup self-dec iff there exist 
independent tyn-valued rv's X\,X2, and constants αι,α2ι > 0 • fиc' , '^αί 
d 
M
n
 — a„ 1 —» X and 
(4 4) Λ* = ι PlXk - a
n
l « л:] -» 1 as η -> °° for every χ e int [F > 0] 
A sequence X],X2, satisfying (4 4) is called uniformly asymptotically negligible 
(uan) 
Proof "=>" Suppose X is sup self-dec Take Xi,X2> and в|,аг, as in the proof of 
Theorem 4 1 (0·) We will prove (4 4) Fix χ e int [F > 0] η -О-00 Then 
Π* + iogf±f i) 
Лг-i PlXt - iog(*+i)i < χ] - Af-i Цт-
F(x + log-^-1) 
We will prove that log F(x + log" 1) - log F(x + log" 1) vanishes uniformly in 
к = 1, ,n, as η -» °° For any given ε > 0, choose a > 1 such that 
|log F(x + log α 1)| < ε Then 
Hog F(x + l o g f ± i l ) - log F(x + log£±i l ) | < ε if ¿ ± 1 Э a 
и 4-1 
Aiming at the same estimate for к with -—— < a, we consider the function log F on 
{л + λΐ 0 S λ « log 2fl}, which is a compact subset of int [F > 0] Π ψ « There F is 
continuous because of Theorem 3 2, so even uniformly continuous Consequently, we 
need only show that the distances between the arguments vanish uniformly in k, for 
к « η with " < a, as η -> * 
fe + 1 
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IK« + logf^-l) - (χ + log^-Dll = log(l+l)||l|| 
as η-»«. 
"<=" By Example (a) in Section 2, we can restrict ourselves to nondegenerate X. We will 
prove (4.3). 
(i) Suppose /imin/B_» an < ". Then there is a convergent subsequence ami,am2,... —» a 
g [-οο,οο). As 
d 
Xk - < 4 , 1 - » * * - al wpl, 
(4.4) implies P[Xk - al « χ] = 1 for all χ e int [F > 0]. This already excludes 
a = -oo, as we can take к such that P[Xk = -<=] < 1. (Otherwise we would have 
χ = -oo wpl). For all η and all χ e int [F > 0] it follows that P[M
n
 - a K JC] = 1. 
Since 
M
mn
 - al = (M
m
„ - fl^l) + (a
m
, - а)1 -t A", 
it follows that F(x) = 1 for χ ε int [F > 0]. So A" is degenerate, which contradicts our 
hypothesis. We conclude that a„ —» ». 
(ii) From (i) it is clear that limsup (a
n + , - e„) S 0. Suppose 
Л—»ac 
limsup (o„+i — a„) = : ρ > 0. Select a subsequence a m i ,a m „... such that 
<4,+i - < 4 -» Ρ as π -» ». Then 
(4.5) M
m > - а и > + 11 = (M„ - flm>l) - {amn + l - amJl -i X - pi. 
For χ e int [F > 0] such that F is continuous at χ, it follows that 
(4.6) F[Ar =S x] = lim F[M
m
„+ 1 - am„ + 1l s* x] 
m
n
—»sc 
= lim P[M
m
„ - a
mii + 1 l « χ] .Ρ[Χ„η+ί - am^l =S x] 
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= hm P[Mmñ - f l m , + 1 l « x ] 
m,,-»» 
If ρ = », then (4 5) and (4 6) give that PIX « JE] = 1 for all χ e int [F > 0] where F is 
continuous, so A" is degenerate, a contradiction If ρ < °o and χ 6 int [F > 0] such that 
F is continuous at χ + npl for л = 0,1,2, , then (4 5) and (4 6) yield by iteration 
j 
P[X « * ] = P[X « χ + npl] -» 1 as η -> »о Again Л" is degenerate 
D 
5. Sup infinitely divisible and sup stable distributions 
The concept of sup infinite divisibility in R'' was introduced and studied in Balkema 
& Resnick (1977), for convenience of notation only for d = 2 (cf also Deheuvels (1978, 
1980)) Here we present some of Balkema & Resnick's results, with slightly different 
proofs, for general d and in W1 rather than RJ We had to make small but essential 
changes in the concept of "exponent measure" of a sup inf div df F 
Definition 51 A df F on R** is called sup infinitely divisible (sup inf div), if for every 
л e N the function FVn is a df 
In the same way, sup infinite divisibility is defined in <(>« 
The following lemma on triangular arrays is in Balkema & Resnick (1977) for R2, 
but the proof can be adapted for *|>°° с R'' (with d S 1) without essential changes 
Umma 5.2. Let F}"',Ρ^Κ , Fi"» for every ned be dfs on ψ » (not R'') such that the 
product Y\ F/í"' converges weakly to a df F as η -> » Suppose that 
* = i 
(5 1) Λ* = ι ^"'(Jt) -» 1 as η -> » for every χ ε int [F > 0] 
Then F is concentrated on ·\^<*> and sup mf div 
30 
This lemma helps us to prove the following theorem 
Theorem 5.3. A sup self-dec dj F on >|><» and all corresponding dfs F, are sup inf cliv on 
Ό-«. The sup self-dec dfs on ψ1» are a proper subclass of the sup inf div dfs on ψ " 
Proof In the proof of Theorem 4 1 we constructed dfs Ф\,Ф
г
, such that 
F(x) = hm Π **((* + log(n + l)l) for all χ e Ρ ' 
" - * t-i 
So Lemma S 2 applies, as condition (5 1) is fulfilled because of the uan-property (4 4) of 
the corresponding rv's, which was proved in Theorem 4 2 Hence F is sup inf div 
Now fix f > 0 In order to prove the sup inf div property of F,, we choose for each 
η e N an m„ e N such that log π - log m
n
 -* t, m„ -» «, η - m
n
 -» oc as η -**> We 
make a similar splitting as in Theorem 4 1 for almost every χ 
F(x) = hm Π «M* + log(m„+l)l + log-^1) 
* = 1 "Іл+І 
Π Φ* (^  + log(n + l)l) 
A:=m„ + 1 
The first product converges to F(x + il) wpl as η -» » Hence, for χ with 
F(x + il) > 0, 
FM = B-rfxln = l l m Π Φ*(* + log(n + l)l) wpl 
F(x + tl) л-«
 t = m + 1 
Again Lemma 5 2 applies In particular, (5 1) follows because of the uan-property of the 
corresponding rv's 
The last statement of the theorem follows from Example (c) in Section 2 
α 
Caution Theorem 5 3 does not hold when ψ » is replaced by R'' Take for example in 
R2 the sup self-dec rv X with PIX = (0,*)] = P[X = (°c,0)] = P[X = (0,0)] = Ì Its 
df F is not sup inf div, since F^2 is not a df 
The following lemma generalizes Corollary 2 on ρ 313 in Balkema & Resmck 
(1977) to Rd Its proof is based on the fact that the functions n(l - Р]/") converge 
pointwise to -log F as η —» « 
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Lemma 5.4. If a df F is sup inf div on R1', then [F > 0] is a filter 
Note that for sup self-dec df s on •0·°°, Theorem 5 3 and Lemma 5 4 give a new 
proof of Theorem 2 7 
We now present a slightly modified version of Balkema & Resmck's (1977) method 
for constructing sup inf div rv's starting from Poisson processes 
U t / e R*. /*<=•>, be fixed Set E = î / \ { /} = {χ e R'' χ Ss Ι, χ Φ 1} Let μ be a 
positive Radon measure on ¿B(£), the Borei sets in Ε (μ Radon means that μ is finite 
on all sets that are relatively compact in E, in particular on E\ I χ for all χ » /) Let 
Π = Π
ρ
 be a Poisson process on (0,«) x E with intensity ρ = Leb χ μ (see Kallenberg 
(1976) for a definition) By abuse of notation we identify the random measure Π with its 
support, so Π often denotes the random set of points of a Poisson process Set for t > 0 
Z, = / ν V {* ( « ^ ) e Π, usïf} 
Ζ, is an f /-valued rv, possibly infinite-valued 
Lemma 5.5. The df G, of Z, is given by 
G,(x) = 
Consequently, G, = (GO' is sup inf div 
exp -Ці(Е\Іх) if χ is I 
0 if χ ¿I 
Proof Obviously G,(x) = 0 for χ 'φI For χ ^ I we have C ((jt) 
= Ρ[Π((0,ί] x (E\ lx)) = 0] = exp - ί μ ( £ \ [χ) 
The condition that μ be Radon on ÍB(£) implies that С,(д:) > 0 for χ » / For χ 
on the boundary of f / both G,(x) = 0 and G,(x) > 0 may occur Recall that the lower 
end point of a df F is defined by I = lF = ^[F > 0], and set £ = EF = Î /\{/} If F 
is sup inf div, then [F > 0] is a filter by Lemma 5 4, so [F > 0] and î / have the same 
interior (and boundary) in R** 
Theorem 5.6. Let F be a df on R**, not concentrated at « Then F is sup mf div iff there 
exists a unique positive Radon measure μ = μ/r on Ер, called the exponent measure of F, 
such that 
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(5.2) μ(£\ i дг) = -log F(jc) for χ ;s I. 
Proof. Only the "only if" part needs a proof. Let P
n
 be the probability measure 
corresponding to F^n, and μ
π
 the restriction of nP
n
 to ÍB(£). Then μη is a bounded 
positive measure and μ^ΕΝ.!.*) = n(l - F^a(x)) -* -log F{x) as л -» t» for Jt S /. 
The family of sets £ Π | J: for дг » / is closed for finite intersections and generates 
.3(E), consequently is measure-determining for finite measures on ffl(£), and so is the 
family of their complements £\ 1 χ for χ » I. However, the latter sets are relatively 
compact in £ , so the family of these sets also determines Radon measures on ¿B(£). 
Since (μη)η=ι is locally uniformly bounded on a ( £ ) (i.e., (μ„(Β))Γ=ι is uniformly 
bounded for every (relatively) compact В e $(£)), it is vaguely relatively compact. All 
limit points of (μη)*.] must coincide with μ in (5.2) for continuity points χ Э / and for 
continuity points of restrictions to upper faces and edges of £ (cf. the bottom lines of 
the proof of Theorem 4.1), hence for all χ 3= /, since μ has the right kind of 
semicontinuity. Hence μ is the vague limit of (μ,,),Γ-ι, so Radon and positive. 
D 
Corollary 5.7. If X is sup inf div with lower end point I, then there exists a Poisson 
process Π such that 
d 
X = 1 ν V{*: ( М ) е П , t « 1}. 
Proof. Only the case / Φ °° is interesting. By Theorem 5.6 the df F of X has an 
exponent measure μ on Ef, so from Lemma 5.5 it follows that the rv 
Z\.= Ι ν \/{x: {ujc) e Π
β
, u « 1}, where ρ = Leb χ μ, has the same df F. Hence 
d 
X = Z,. 
π 
Besides the extension of sup inf div df s on R'' to R'' (cf. Lemma 5.8 below), our 
representation is different from Balkema & Resnick's in the following respects. 
Balkema and Resnick's exponent measure μρ is not unique, defined on ¿в(*(|-°с) and σ-
fínite, but not Radon, whereas ours is unique, defined on iè{EF) and Radon. Of course, 
the two versions coincide on fflpnt Î IF). 
It may happen that μ vanishes on int | /, as already observed by Balkema & 
Resnick. Actually, this is the case iff Z\ with df F has independent components. 
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We continue by characterizing exponent measures μ that define sup inf div dfs on 
R1* rather than R'' 
Lemma 5.8. Let F be a sup inf div df on Rä with exponent measure μ on $ ( £ ) 
(i) F is concentrated on ^ » iff μ(£Λψοο) = 0 
(и) F is concentrated on Î K - œ ) iff μ(Ε\ i χ) < <*> implies χ » —» 
Proof (ι) hm F(x) = 1 iff hm μ(Ε\ lx) = О 
(и) The latter condition holds iff F(x) = 0 for all χ e nd\<fr(-°c) 
a 
Besides Balkema & Resmck (1977) and Deheuvels (1978, 1980) there are more 
general results available, from which results of this section can be derived as a special 
case, at least in principle A characterization of U-inf div random closed sets can be 
found in Theorem 3-1-1 and Proposition 3-2-1 of Matheron (1975, see ρ 55 for the 
removal of his fixed point condition) and is streamlined by Norberg (1984,17) The 
mapping χ >-» clos ( R ^ l χ ) from R1* into its hyperspace of closed subsets, transforms ν 
into U 
Our representation for sup inf div probability measures on Rä has recently been 
generalized to similar measures on spaces of use functions by Norberg (1984,18) 
Inf div probability measures on semigroups were characterized in Section 3 of Berg, 
Reus Chnstensen & Ressel (1976) Note that fV' with binary operation ν is a 
semigroup 
We conclude this section with a few words on sup stable dfs For d = 1, the sup 
stable dfs are just the classical extremal limit dfs (apart from affine transformations of 
their domain) 
Φ 0 ( * ) = e x p ( - ( * - " ) ) 1 ( 0,,(*) ( a > 0 ) 
Ψ
α
(χ) = е х р ( - ( - д О а ) 1 ( _ . о ) ( * ) + W * ) ( a > 0 ) 
A(x) = exp ( - е х р ( - * ) ) 
(for the case d > 1, see De Haan & Resmck (1977) or Deheuvels (1978)) 
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In the additive case, stable dfs are self-dec. Due to the lack of analogy between 
Section 1(c) and Section 4, the analogy breaks down here as well. Only the sup stable df 
Λ that arises as limit in (4.1) with identically distributed X^ and b
n
 = 1 can be expected 
to be sup self-dec in the sense of (2.3), whereas Φ 0 is sup self-dec in the sense of (2.1), 
Ψ
α
 in the sense of (2.2). It turns out that also Φ,, for all α > 0 and Ψ
α
 for α 3: 1 (but 
not for α < 1) are sup self-dec in the sense of (2.3), but we do not have a simple 
explanation for this. 
6. Sup self-dec rv's as functions of Poisson processes 
In this section we give a representation for sup self-dec rv's in ^ χ as functions of 
Poisson processes. The abundant use of'will be explained soon. 
Theorem 6.1. Let Í e R ^ œ } , and ¡et П^ be a Poisson process on (0,oc) χ £ with 
intensity ρ = Leb x |î, where μ is Radon and £ : = f /\{/}). Then the î l-valued rv 
(6.1) X - f ν V{* - ' 1 : ( M ) e П^, f > 0} 
is sup self-dec in R''. 
Proof. Fix t > 0 and set 
д-,:= [ y V { * - « 1 : («Д) e П^, и S г}. 
Then 
Χ = Χ, ν (/"-Μ) ν у {χ-ul: (ujc) e Π,,, и > t} 
= Χ, ν [(/" ν У [χ-si: ( І - Н Д ) e П^, s > 0}) - f i]. 
The two superands on the right hand side are independent, and the latter is equal in 
distribution to AT - fl, since translation invariance of Lebesgue measure implies that FL 
is invariant in distribution under translation along the time axis (i.e., the first 
component). So X is sup self-dec. 
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In Theorem 6 5 wc will prove thai actually each ^^-valued sup self-dec rv can be 
represented as in Theorem 6 1 
To start with, we will derive a criterion for X « * wpl, where X is as in (6 1) 
Obviously, Í « эс is necessary for X « χ wpl,
 So this we assume Then we have 
[ Л " « * ] = у [П
е
{(»д) x-ll^nl}<cc] 
neN nlcE 
For fixed η eN with л і » Г we have 
/ЧПДг,*) j t - / i í é n i }<=o] = 
Now 
. ρ { ( Μ ) Х-Г1#и1} < =c 
= ас 
ρ{(/,*) x-tí ¿ni} = Çii(É\Ut+n)l)dt = f / e Ι^κ,^,,Ο') (І(^)Л 
= J£4nlV,t.^-«)+ii(^), 
where a* = a ν O The latter integral is finite iff J V/^i Уі ^МУ) 1S finite, since 
l i - , v."- ^-'')+ ^ ) - І„;
ЛІ
 V,--. y, M)\ * Ь
ія1 η my) 
= n|i(£\ i n i ) < ж 
We have proved 
Lemma 6.2. Let X be as in (6 1), I « «= ТУіел 
P[X « «] = 1 
'ƒƒ 
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Li.. V.--. л«*) JE\lní < » = œ for some resp. aU η with η 1 » I. 
In view of this lemma, we will assume from now on that P[X « <*>] = 1. On our 
way to the main Theorem 6.5, we take X as in (6.1), but ^»-valued. From Theorem 
5.3 we know that X is sup inf div, so there exists a second Poisson process Πρ such that 
X = 1 ν V{*: ('.*) e n
s
, t « 1} 
(Corollary 5.7). Throughout this section, we denote the Poisson process appearing in the 
sup self-dec representation by FL and, correspondingly, 
(6.2) £ = Leb x |I, F(x) = exp -μ(Ε\ 4 χ) for χ is f. 
The derived Poisson process in the sup inf div representation is denoted by Π
ρ
. So, if A" 
has df F, then F is also the df of 
I ν { л : ( ' ^ ) е П
е
, t =£1}, 
while F is the df of 
fv \/{x:(tA)en
r
t^l}, 
by Lemma 5.5. 
We want to obtain a direct relation between the dfs F and F. Theorem 6.1 and its 
proof give that X is sup self-dec with 
X, = f ν У {χ-ui: (и,*) e n f , и « ί} for t > 0. 
Define for t > 0: 
Z, := f ν V{*: ("S) e П ,^ и ss ι). 
Ζ, has df F' by Lemma 5.5. Clearly Z, - t ^ X, ^ Z, for every t > 0, so for every 
* б Ë η R' 
(6.3) P[Z, - tl^x]S: PIX, « χ] äs P[Zr « * ] . 
For д: with F(x) = 0, Lemma 2.5 yields FIX, « x] = 0, hence by (6.3) F(x) = 0. 
Next consider the case F(x) > 0. Then (6.3) gives 
F'{x + tl) 9 F(x)/F(x + il) Э Ρ (χ), 
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so 
-log F{x + fl) « (log F{x + i l ) - log F(,x))lt « -log P{x). 
Since f is a df, -log F is continuous from above, so 
-log / ( * ) = ^ log F(x + i l ) |„o, 
where d^/dt denotes right-hand derivative. We have proved: 
Theorem 6.3. Let X be defined by (6.1), X « » wpl, F the df of X and F be defined 
by (6.2). Then 
(6.4) F(x) = 0 i fF(x) = 0 
e x p - ^ l o g F ( , + r l ) | , = 0 i f f W > 0 . ^ R j · 
Here is a converse. 
Lemma 6.4. Let F be a sup self dec df on ψ 0 0 , and define F by (6.4). Then F is 
uniquely determined by F. Furthermore, if we define £ : = \l^\{l^} and μ by 
| i (£\ ix):= -log F(x), then Γ μ(£\ 1 (JC + /1))Ä < « / o r a// * e int [F > 0] Π R1*. 
Proof. F is determined by its values on a dense subset of -ІУ^, in particular by its 
values on Rd outside the boundary of [F > 0]. So we consider F only there. 
(i) First suppose F(jt) > 0. Then F ( * ) > 0, and because of the restriction just made, 
χ € int [F > 0] Π Η"*. By Lemma 3.3, the function φ: t « log F(X + tí) is concave. 
As [0,°°) c= int [φ > —ce], φ is absolutely continuous and right-differentiable on [O,») 
with (finite) right-derivative (cf. Roberts & Varberg (1973)): 
(6.5) ^ - φ ( 0 | / - 1 , = 1 ο β ί ( » + « 1 ) . 
As F is concentrated on ψ » and χ » —«, — ф(')|г=и -»О as и -• a>. Hence 
ФС-
1) ~ l i ~T~ < H') | i=u' ' u (Φ is absolutely continuous and monotone), or, equivalently, 
(6.6) log F(;t) = Ç log F(x + f 1)A, 
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which determines F(jt) for χ with F(x) > 0. 
(ii) Next take χ with F (χ) = 0. By (6.5), χ i int [F > 0]. As we left the boundary of 
[F > 0] out of consideration, it follows that F{x) = 0, so F(x) is determined also for 
these x. 
Finally, log F(JC) > - » for χ e int [F > 0], so by (6.6) 
» > ¡J -log F(x + n)dt = Jk" |í(£\ i (jt + ti))dt, 
which proves the last part of the lemma. 
D 
We are now prepared for the main result of this section. 
Theorem 6.5. Let X be a -iy^-valued rv with df F. Then X is sup self-dec iff (6.1) holds 
for some f and μ, and for some χ e R** 
(6.7) Jk" іЦЁ\ i (χ + tl))dt < » 
(where £ : = ÎÂ{/"}). In this case (6.7) holds for all χ e int [F > 0] Π Rd. 
Proof. "<=" Theorem 6.1 and Lemma 6.2. 
"=*•" Suppose X is sup self-dec in ψ°° with df F. Define the function F by (6.4). The 
proof of Lemma 6.6 shows that F is well-defined. We want to prove that F is a sup inf 
divdf. 
If F(x) > 0, χ e R1* and и > 0, then 
í-C*) = exp и [lim - l og f (* + f l ) " '0K f (*) ] 
= lim exp - log ^W ,. = lim (F,(χ))"/'. (io v t ь Fix + /1) ilo v v " 
By Theorem 5.3 every F, is sup inf div, so every F"'' is a df, so every F" is a df, so F is 
a sup inf div df. By Theorem 5.6, F has an exponent measure |i, which allows us to 
define ρ:= Leb χ μ and 
Α":= /,ί ν Vi* - '1 : ('-*) e П ,^ t > 0}. 
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d 
Now the df of X' satisfies (6 4), and hence equals f by Lemma 6 4 Thus X = X' 
Finally, (6 7) is now immediate from Lemma 6 4. 
D 
This representation theorem is the analogue of (1 5), and condition (6 7) can be 
seen as the analogue of (1 4) 
As a side result we have found a new proof of Theorem 5 3 Let X be a sup self-
dec ^»-valued rv By Theorem 6 5, X can be represented as m (6 1) Now for every 
л ε Ν, П. can be wntten as the union of η identically distnbuted Poisson processes, 
each of them with intensity —ρ. So X is sup inf div 
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N O T E S T O " S U P R E M U M S E L F - D E C O M P O S A B L E R A N D O M V E C T O R S " 
a. In the " i f part of the proof of Theorem 4.2, the liminf α of the sequence ( a
n
) is 
taken to be an element of [—00,00). This can be reduced to [0,00), since all a
n
' s are 
positive. 
b . In the line preceding (6.3), uZt-t < X" should be replaced by " Ζ , - ί Ι < Λ"«". 
c. In the fourth line of the proof of Lemma 6.4, F ( A ' + i l ) should be replaced by 
F(x+tV). 
d. In (6.5), "log" should be replaced by "-log". 
e. In the second Une of the "only if" part of the proof of Theorem 6.5, "Lemma 6.6" 
should read "Lemma 6.4". 
f. The definition of " · < " and " » ' ' is not exactly the same as the definition in the 
continuous lattice context, which is considered in the third paper of this thesis. The 
definition of χ ^> у given in the present paper excludes у from having coordinates which 
equal +00, whereas in the third paper this is allowed (if, of course, also the corresponding 
coordinates of χ equal +00). However, this difference has no consequences for the 
generalization of R** (the present paper) to continuous lattices L (the third paper), 
since we already excluded coordinates equal to +00 in many theorems of the former. 
The theoretical background for this is explained in the third paper. 
g. After publication of this paper, Husler [1989] and Pancheva [1990] independently 
generalized the results on (4.1) by dropping the condition b
n
 = 1. In the latter, however, 
another restriction came in: studying distribution functions on [—00, оо) ' , Pancheva 
assumes that {1 € [-00, о6)л : 0 < F(x) < 1} = (-00, oo)<'. 
h. On the references: The results in Berg, Christensen & Ressel [1976] where placed 
in a more general framework in Berg, Christensen & Ressel [1984]. A new edition of 
Kallenberg [1976] has appeared; see Kallenberg [1986] in the reference hst at the end. 
The report Norberg [1984b] has been published; see Norberg [1986a]. 
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0. Introduction 
The concept of upper semi-continuous (use) functions from a topological space E to 
R or R := [-к,3 0] is classical. Recently, interest has grown in the case where a more 
general space L replaces the range R or R, with the complication that previously 
equivalent characterizations of upper semi-continuity split into different concepts. 
Several results in this direction were obtained by Michel [1973], Penot & Théra 
[1979,1982] and Beer [1984]. Penot & Théra require L to be a preordered topological 
space, and in all their definitions the topology of L (besides that of £ ) plays a role. 
Their main motivation is application to optimization, with L a linear preordered 
topological space. • 
In the present paper it is assumed that L is a complete lattice, and one more 
definition of upper semi-continuity is given, suggested by Vervaat [1982,1985], for which 
no topology of L is needed. However, we are interested in the relation between the 
definitions of Michel, Penot & Théra and Vervaat, and here the topology of L comes 
in. As is to be expected, several conditions in the interplay between topology and lattice 
structure of L play a role in the results. This is what Sections 1-4 (and the Appendix) 
deal with. 
In Section 5, the main aim of the present paper is presented: breaking the ground 
for a future analysis of random lattice-valued use functions and lattice-valued extremal 
processes in the sense of Vervaat [1982] (cf. also Norberg [1985]). Here it will turn out 
why Vervaat's definition of semicontinuity is the most useful for us. 
As a preparation for this future analysis, we study the following important 
example: 
L = t/5(£,R), 
the space of use functions from a topological space £ to R (so in fact we study use 
functions which take use functions as their values!). A study of the structure of this 
space shows that it is a so-called continuous lattice. To continuous lattices a whole 
monograph, Gierz et al. [1980], is devoted. Several results on continuous lattices from 
the present paper can be found there as well. Nevertheless, we have tried to make this 
paper self-contained, because it is directed to researchers in probability (random closed 
sets, extremal processes) and optimization theory, for whom it is hard to find their way 
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in the book, as we know by experience. 
After a short introduction on continuous lattices, we prove that all forementioned 
notions of upper semicontinuity coincide if L is a continuous lattice (Section 6). 
In Sections 7-10, we specialize to 
L = ;T(E x L2), 
the space of all closed subsets of £ x ¿2< where ¿2 's another continuous lattice 
(Section 8), and to 
L = US(E,L2) 
(Section 10), which brings us back to our starting point. Sections 7 and 9 do the 
preparing work. 
The topology that we find on these spaces, starting from the lattice viewpoint, turns 
out to coincide with the sup vague topology as introduced by Fell ([1962]; see Section 7 
for more references), under the assumption that E is locally quasicompact. In view of 
the future applications, we do not assume that E is Hausdorff. 
List of notations 
N 
No 
R 
Ac 
inti4 
clos A 
¡ЦЕ) 
¡HP) 
S(£) 
XA 
0 
1 
i* 
\x 
ІА 
{1,2,...} 
{0,1,2,...} 
[—.-] 
complement of A 
interior of A 
closure of A 
(A: A <zE} 
{А: А с E, A dosed} 
(A: A <= E,A open} 
the function: t >-» 
x ifteA 
0 іііф\ 
lattice bottom 
lattice top 
{yeL-.y^x} 
{yeL-.y^x) 
UitA 1* 
(xeL.A с E) 
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M 
x>y 
x<y 
x\\y 
x»y 
Vx 
ftx 
VA 
EÌ 
£ ^ î 
f (A) 
Г(А) 
AA 
VA 
ϋ,*Λ и 
χ Зу and χ Фу 
χ Sy and χ Фу 
xjÎy and -rjfey 
if В с L is filtered (see below) and inf В « у 
then there is a zeB with z^x 
{yeL x»y} 
{yeL y»x} 
{yeL x»y for some xeA} 
the space E with the topology 
generated by the open sets (Ixf 
the space E with the topology 
generated by the open sets ( 1 xf and tyx 
{ƒ(') leA] 
sup f (A) 
mf/4 
sup A 
Some definitions 
quasicompact finite open subcover property 
compact quasicompact + Hausdorff 
В с L is filtered В Л i jt Л i >> * 0 for all χ ,y e В 
1. Three types of semicontinuity 
Let £ be a topological space and L a complete lattice, provided with a topology 
Nothing is required in advance about the relation between lattice structure and 
topology We will formulate three notions of upper semicontinuity for functions 
ƒ E - • L, which all agree in the classical case L = ¡, I some closed interval in R The 
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first (and our main) one was suggested by Vervaat [1982]. 
Definition 1.1. A function f : E —• L is said to be lattice upper semieontinuous (lot use) at 
teE, if f{t) = Λ {/ V (C) : С open, f€C} =: f(t). 
Note that ƒ«ƒ" in general. As usual, ƒ is said to be lat use (on E) if it is at every 
teE. We can characterize this global semicontinuity using the notation 
/ V ( G ) i f f eC 
1 iff^G 
for every open G с E, where 1 is the top element of L (recall that L is complete). 
Obviously, ƒ is lat use iff ƒ = Л с / С = : / ' · 
(1.1) / c ( / ) : = 
The second definition is due to Penot & Théra [1979,1982], and involves a 
topological structure on L. Unfortunately, their research concentrates on lower rather 
than upper semicontinuity, so their results can be cited only after reversing the order. 
Definition 1.2. A function f:E—*L is said to be topologically upper semieontinuous (top 
use) at teE, if for every neighbourhood U of f(t) there exists an open neighbourhood G 
of t suchthat f (С) с i U. 
If I U is open for all open U с L, and τ is the topology on L, then 
T¿: = { 1 U: U open) defines a topology on L, the "decreasing topology generated by 
τ". In that case ƒ : E -» L is top use iff ƒ : £ —• (L.Tj) is continuous. This was 
observed by Penot & Théra [1982] and worked out by Beer [1984]; see the latter for 
more details. 
For our last definition of upper semicontinuity, originally from Michel [1973], we 
need the notion of hypograph. 
Definition 1.3A. Set L' := ΖΛ{0}. The hypograph of a function f : E —» L is the set 
hypo ƒ:=<(/,Ι )<Ε E x i / r j r s S A O } . 
The appearance of L' in this definition (in which it differs from Michel's) may be 
surprising, but its convenience will become clear later on. As a first hint, note that the 
bottom Of of LE: = { ƒ : £ - » L] has the bottom 0 of .'/·(£ χ Ζ.') as its hypograph. 
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Definition 1.3B. A function f:E—*L is said to be hypo-closed if hypo f is closed in 
E X L', where L' is provided with the restriction topology of L. 
To lay the connection with Penot & Théra's work, note that their hypograph is 
closed as subset of £ χ L iff ours is as subset of £ x Z - ' , provided that {0} is closed in 
L. 
Finally, we denote by t/5(, US, and HC the spaces of all lat use, top use and hypo-
closed functions, respectively. 
2. Lattice properties of the function spaces 
First we study closedness for taking arbitrary (pointwise) infima. 
Theorem 2.1. USl and HC are closed for arbitrary infima. 
Proof. Consider {ƒ,: ie/} for some index set /, and set ƒ := /\,s¡f,. 
(i) Suppose {ƒ,: iel} с US,, and let fe£ . For each i, ƒ,(/) г /.'(f) Э f'(t). Taking the 
infimum over all ι gives f(t) > /*(i) · 
(ii) Notice that hypo ƒ = f|
 I C / hypo ƒ,. 
α 
For US,, a condition is needed, even for finite infima. Corollary 1.9 of Penot & 
Théra [1982] can be sharpened slightly. 
Lemma 2.2. If л: LxL —* L is top use, then US, is closed for finite infima. 
Proof. Let fi,f2 e US,, ƒ : = fi*fi> ' e £ , U a neighbourhood of f{t). Choose 
neighbourhoods U, of ƒ,(«) such that Х\*.х
г
е {U for all XyeUi, xizU-i. There are 
open neighbourhoods C i , С
г
 of t such that f,(G,) с | U, for / = 1,2. Let G : = G ^ C j . 
Then ƒ (G) с i U. 
α 
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The infinite case is a sharpening, in both conditions, of Corollary 1.13 in Penot & 
Théra [1982]. Recall that a set В с L is filtered if every pair of elements of В has a 
common lower bound in B. 
Theorem 2.3. If A : L xL -* L is top use and · 
(2.1) inf В 6 clos В for each nonempty filtered В <= L, 
then US, is closed for arbitrary infima. 
Proof. Let {ƒ,: iel) с US,, ƒ := Д
І
€ ; ƒ,. Let feE, and U be a neighbourhood of f(t). 
Set fj-= Ai€J f¡ for е егУ f""te J<=¡ and B:= {ƒ/('): -f^ finite}. Then В is a filtered 
set in L and inf В = ƒ((), so ƒ(() ε dos В. It follows that there is a finite У с ƒ such 
that fj(t) e U. As ƒ; 6 US, (by Lemma 2.2), we can find an open neighbourhood G of 
t such that fj(C) с I U. So f(G) с i £/. 
D 
In taking suprema, we must be more careful. About infinite suprema, nothing can 
be expected, as shows the classical case L=R. But even finite suprema need not inherit 
semicontmuity from their superands. The following example is instructive. 
Example 2.4. Let E = {0} U { —: ηεΝ}, with the restriction topology of R, and let 
η 
L с R2 be the set L- {(0,0),(1,0),(1,1)} U {(-,1): neN}, with the restriction 
η 
topology of R2 and componentwise ordering. Define ƒ ,g: E —» L by /(0) = (0,0), 
/ ( 1 ) = (1,1) for all n,«(0 = (1.0) for all <e£. Then (ƒ ν g)(0) = (1,0), 
η η 
(ƒ ν g)(t) = (1,1) if r>0. Now ƒ and g belong to US¡ and HC, but ƒ ν g belongs to 
neither of these. Unfortunately, f^US,, so the example says nothing about this class. 
D 
We will restrict our attention now to US, and US,, as for HC no nice results seem 
to exist. For US,, Penot & Théra [1982, Corollary 1.9] give a result, which we again 
sharpen slightly. 
Theorem 2.5. If i U is open for all open U and if the mapping (x,y) *-* χ vy is top use 
at every point of {(x ji ) : χ e L·}, then US, is closed for finite suprema. 
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Proof. Let f\,f-í e US, and ƒ · = f^fi. Let f€£ and U с L be a neighbourhood of 
ƒ(f) As / ( i ) = ƒ(/) ν ƒ(f), we can find open neighbourhoods V, and V2 of ƒ(/) such 
that дг у e \U for all лге ^ е г Set Í/, = ^П г Now J, i/| is an open 
neighbourhood of /( f) , hence also of ƒ,(/) (/ = 1,2) So we can find open 
neighbourhoods G, of t such that / . (G,) с i {/,. Set G . = G , n G 2 For i e G , we have 
Л(*)./2(*) « 11/,, so ƒ ( ! ) = ƒ , ( , ) ν / 2 ( і ) e i Ό. 
и 
Replaang the conditions of Theorem 2 S by one sufficient condition we find: 
Corollary 2.6. If the mapping (x,y)>-*xvy is top use at every point of 
{(x,y) e L x L- x^y}, then US, is closed for finite suprema 
In order to deal with US/, we adopt Definition 0 4 1 from Gierz et al. [1980]. 
Definition 2.7. A latnee L is called join-continuous if for every xeL and every filtered set 
В с L the following holds 
x ν (Ау*вУ) = Л ) С я(-* >>). 
Theorem 2.8. If L is ¡oin-connnuous, then US/ is closed for finite suprema. 
Proof. Let ƒ,,/261/5/, ƒ = / і /г, and teE Observe that {/,V(G): G open, feG} is a 
filtered set in L. The following is straightforward (with G, G
u
 G j varying through the 
open neighbourhoods of f )'• 
ƒ( ' ) = / . (О V /2(0 = ( Л с , / і (Сі)) V 0 W 2 V ( G 2 ) ) = 
= Λσ2((Λο,/ι ν(σ·) /2V(G2)) = A C A M Í / I M G I ) ν fï(G2)) S 
s A C ! Ac, / v ( G i n G 2) = A G / V ( C ) · 
α 
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3. Comparison of (he function spaces for two-valued functions 
Throughout this section, we will consider functions f:E—*L which take at most 
two different values. For a function space 5 as defined in Section 1. we set i5 for the 
subspace of those one-or-two-valued functions. Our final result will be: 
гНС с ìUSi с lUSi, where in general no inclusion can be reversed. Conditions under 
which they can will also be given. 
To begin with, note that all one-valued (=constant) functions belong to these 
classes. 
As US/ is our main class of interest, we first characterize the (nontrivial) elements 
of 2Í/5,. 
Lemma 3.1. Let f : E —> L be two-valued: 
(3.1) f=xA4yA< (хФу.АА'Фв). 
Then f ejt/5/ iff one of the following three conditions holds: (i) x>y and A is closed; (ii) 
x<y and A is open; (iii) x\\y and A is clopen. 
Proof. A quick argument shows that the theorem can be restated in the following way: 
(a) if x£y, then: A is open iff ƒ is lat use at each point of A ; 
(b) iix^y, then: A is closed iff ƒ is lat use at each point of Ac. 
We only prove (a). So let xifcy. Then A is open <3=> every leA has an open 
neighbourhood G <z A < = > every teA has an open neighbourhood С with 
ƒ V(C) = л: < = > for every teA, f'(t)^x < = > ƒ is lat use at every point of A. 
π 
An easy consequence of this theorem is the following. 
Corollary 3.2. Let f be two-valued. Then feiVS) iff ƒ*""( | * ) и closed for each xeL. 
For 2HC and 2US, we cannot give such explicit characterizations as for ¿ÍAS/ in 
Lemma 3.1, so we concentrate on comparing both of them with ¿l/S,. We first compare 
2Í/S; and
 2HC. 
Lemma 3.3. ¡НС с 2^/ · 
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Proof. Let jt^ O. Observe that 
(3.2) hypo ƒ Π (£ x {χ}) = ƒ - ( f*) x {*}. 
If hypo f is closed in Ε χ L', then both sides of (3.2) are closed in E x {JC}, so 
ƒ""( Î Jt) is closed in £. Apply Corollary 3.2. 
α 
Example 3.4. lUS/ 4 iHC. Let L have the trivial topology {0,L} and consist of at 
least three points: Ο,χ,Ι. Then the functionxE belongs to jUSi but not to гНС. 
a 
For a condition under which 2Í/5; с ^НС, we need the following definition. 
Definition 3.5. L has closed lower (upper) point shadows if I χ []х) is closed for every 
xeL. 
Remark. Penot & Théra [1982] call the order on L semi-closed if L has closed lower 
and upper point shadows. From Nachbin [196S, Prop. 1.2] we quote: if the order on L 
is closed (i.e., its graph is closed in Z.2), then L has closed lower and upper point 
shadows. However, the order being closed forces L to be Hausdorff (cf. Nachbin), 
which is too strong for our purposes. 
Lemma 3.6. If L has closed lower point shadows, then li/S; с
 2tfC. 
Proof. Note that L,=i.\{0} has the restriction topology of L, so ( Jx)' := (¿x)\{0} is 
closed in L' iff 1 χ is in L. Write ƒ as in (3.1), and observe that 
(3.3) hypo/ - ( i t х(1хУ)\}(А' х(1уУ). 
We consider the three cases in Lemma 3.1. (i) Suppose x>y and A closed. Then 
hypo ƒ = (A x ( i*) ' ) U (£ x (ly)'), which is closed in ExL'. (ii) The case x<y 
and A open is similar, (iii) The case x\\y and A clopen follows immediately from (3.3) 
as it stands. 
D 
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Having finished comparing ;l/S( with itfC. we now turn to 2t/5, 
Lemma 3.7. 2 ^ / c :^r 
Proof. Let ƒ be as in (3 1), let tzA (say) and U be a neighbourhood of ƒ(<)=* We 
must find an open neighbourhood G of t such that f(G) <= I U If /t is open, take 
G=A If /4 is not open, then by Lemma 3 1 x>y, so any G will do 
D 
Example 3.8. 2[/5, 4iUSi Let Í. Î denote the complete lattice L, provided with the 
upper topology ,1 e , the nonempty closed subbase sets are 1 χ (so it is the coarsest 
topology with closed lower point shadows) As all nonempty open sets in L Î are 
increasing, their lower shadows coincide with L, so every ƒ E —• L is top use But the 
definition of USi is topology-free for L, so there are many non-lat use functions, for 
example f = 1д for every nonclosed A a E 
a 
Lemma 3.9. If L has closed upper point shadows, then ¿US, с jUSi 
Proof. Let ƒ be as in (3 1) In view of Lemma 3 1, it suffices to prove (a) if x£y, then 
A is open, (b) if хфу, then A is closed We only show (a) So let teA Then /(0=x 
As Î у is closed and χ 4 Î У, there is a neighbourhood U of χ with U Π f у = 0 
Choose an open neighbourhood G of t such that f{G) с [U As y^iL/, 
/ ( G ) = {jcbsoG с Л 
D 
We collect our results ' 
Theorem 3.10. (1) 2HC с
 2l/5, с 21/5, 
(u) /ƒ L A<w closed lower point shadows, then
 г
НС = 2 US/ 
(111) /ƒ L has closed upper point shadows, then 2US1 = jt/Sj 
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4. Comparison of the full function spaces 
In this section we study relations between the function spaces US;, US, and HC. In 
general, these spaces are different, and, in contrast to the two-valued case, no general 
inclusions hold. Examples of functions belonging to exactly one or two of these spaces 
are given in the Appendix. Here we give conditions on L under which some inclusions 
hold. First we handle the relations between USi and US,. 
Theorem 4.1. Suppose 
(4.1) inf В 6 dos В for each nonempty filtered В с L. 
Then US, с US,. 
Proof. Let teE, f lat use at f. Let U be a neighbourhood of ƒ((). Define 
B:= {/V(G): G open, ieG}. As В is filtered and inf В = ƒ (f), it follows that 
ƒ (() € clos В. Thus U Π Β Ψ 0 , so there exists an open neighbourhood G of t such that 
/ V ( G ) e U. Hence f (G) <= l U. 
π 
Theorem 4.2. Suppose 
(4.2) χ - inf {sup U: U open, xeU} foralixeL. 
Then US, с 1/5,. 
Proof. Let / e £ , ƒ top use at i. For every neighbourhood U of ƒ(r) there is an open 
neighbourhood G of r such that f(G) с IU, whence ƒ ' ( ' ) * / V (C) < 
sup i U - sup t/. So ƒ'( ' ) < inf (sup U: U open, f(t)eU} - ƒ(/). 
α 
Remark. Another way of stating (4.2) is: the identity mapping : L -* L is lat use. 
Next we turn to the relations between US, and HC, which were found by Penot & 
TTiéra [1982, Prop. 1.3]. 
Proposition 4.3. (a) If the order of L is closed, then US, с HC. 
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(b) Let {0} be closed in L. If (I U)c is quasicompact for every nonempty open U с L, 
then НС с US,. 
We had to add the condition on {0} because of the slight difference between our 
definitions and those of Michel and Penot & Théra (cf. Section 1). In (a), we do not 
need to add this condition, as it is guaranteed'by the closed order of L, implying 
Hausdorffness (cf. Section 3). 
What remains are the relations between USi and HC. For НС с US,, it seems that 
no essentially shorter way can be found than tying Theorem 4.2 and Proposition 4.3(b) 
together. The converse however is handled in a rather different way, using the results of 
the previous section on two-valued functions. The crucial step is the following: 
Lemma 4.4. US, is the smallest function space which both contains 2US1 and is closed for 
arbitrary infima. 
Proof. Let Σ be the smallest function space as indicated. By Theorem 2.1, Σ с US/. It 
remains to prove that US/ с Σ. So let ƒ e 1/5/. For every open G in £ , define fc as in 
(1.1). Note that every fG belongs to Σ: if / V ( C ) = 1, then fc is constant, and if 
ƒ V(G) < 1, then fG 6 2US1 by Lemma 3.1. As ƒ is lat use, ƒ = Л с fG- So feT. 
a 
Combining Theorem 2.1, Lemma 3.6 and Lemma 4.4, we find: 
Theorem 4.5. If L has closed lower point shadows, then USi с HC. 
S. Sup measures 
The present section on supremum measures (sup measures) gives a motivation for 
our definition of upper semicontinuity, as the concept of lattice upper semicontinuity fits 
in a natural way in the theory of sup measures, introduced by Vervaat [1982]. On the 
other hand, this section explains our interest in continuous lattices, as this concept helps 
us to generalize Vervaat s results. Continuous lattices will be the main topic of the 
remaining sections. 
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Let £ be a topological space, again, and £ the collection of its open sets. Vervaat 
introduced the concept of R-valued sup measures m : g -» R. We generalize some of his 
results to ¿-valued sup measures m: g - • L. where L is a complete lattice (without a 
topology). In the beginning, this causes only few changes. 
Definition 5.1. (a) For every function ƒ : E —» L, its sup integral f v : g —» L is defined 
by 
. Г ( С ) : = sup {ƒ(*): feG} . 
(b) For every function m:§-*L,its sup derivative dvm : E —» L is defined by 
dvm(f) := inf {m(C): reG}. 
In the following lemma the only nontriviat part is (c), which, however, follows 
immediately from (a) and (b). 
Lemma 5.2. (a) For every m: g - • L, m г (<ívm)v. 
(b) For every ƒ : £ - » £ , ƒ « dvfv. 
(c) For every m: §-* L, dvm is lat use. 
(d) For every f: E —» L, dvfv is the smallest lat use majorant of f. 
The way to generalize sup measures is self-evident. 
Definition 5.Э. A function m : g —» L is called a sup measure if 
m{\ilt,Gl) = \/lfjm{Gl) 
for every collection (G ;: jeJ) с g. 
Of course, every sup integral ƒ v is a sup measure. In Vervaat [1982] it is proved 
that for ¿ = R every sup measure can be written as a sup integral, by showing the 
following: m: g -» R is a sup measure iff m = (<fvm)v. Trying to generalize this result, 
we encounter the first problem. The relevant inequality in Theorem 2.5 of Vervaat 
[1982] is proved by showing that all strict majorants of one side majorize the other side, 
so the other side is majorized by the infimum of all strict majorants of the first side as 
¿ » R . So what we need for our general complete lattice L is some strict inequality 
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relation with the property that every lattice element equals the infimum of all its strict 
majorants. 
Studying in detail the concrete inequality that is to be proved, tells us that we need 
the following. 
Definition 5.4. In a complete lattice L,x is said to be way above _v, in symbols x»_v, if 
for each filtered set В with inf В € у, there is α ζ e В such that z^x. We write 
tyx:= {yzL:x»y), ftx:= (yzL: y » * } . 
Caution. The definition of "way above" is strongly asymmetric. In general, the 
corresponding "way below" relation у « χ , based on directed sets (i.e., the reverse 
order analogue of filtered sets) D with sup D г χ need not coincide with the above 
relation! 
These concepts, and much of the further terminology in this section, are borrowed 
from Gierz et al. [1980], who, however, develop their theory concentrating on the way 
below relation, which is the wrong choice for our purposes. For that reason, we will 
sometimes quote explicitly some of their results in our setting. Whenever we want to 
discriminate between the two, we insert the affix "lower" to the notions in the context of 
Gierz et al., and "upper" in ours. 
We already discussed the need of the following. 
Definition 5.5. A complete lattice L is called (upper) continuous if χ = inf -ff-x for all 
xeL. 
Usually, in whatever context, the word "continuity" is defined in terms of a 
topology. Notice that the notion of lattice continuity, however, does not involve a 
topology on the lattice. For the choice of this terminology, see Scott [1972]. 
Finally, we can give the analogue of Vervaat's Theorem 2.S [1982]. 
Theorem 5.6. Let L be a continuous lattice and m : g —» L. 
(a) lfm is a sup measure, then іел dvm(t) = AG.A-ZC "»(C) for all А с E. 
(b) m is a sup measure iff m = ( а у т ) . 
Proof. (a) Obviously V/e/t ¿ т ( 0 s Д с л^с m(G). We will prove: 
H" V/e/i dvm(t) с Î Л с A<=G "«(С), which gives the converse inequality by lattice 
continuity. So let χ » іел dvin(i), and set B, := {m(C): i e C , G open} for every 
teA. Then B, is a filtered set and χ » dvm(t) = inf B,, so there is an open 
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neighbourhood С, of / with m{G,)^.x. Set C„:= \JI(A G,: then А с Co and 
m(Co) = У.еА m(C,) =S x. So χ » Дс Асе m(G). 
(b) The "ІГ part is trivial, the "only if" part is a special case of (a) for open A. 
a 
Corollary 5.7. Let L be a continuous lattice and let m : g —» L be a sup measure and 
Σ:= {f: E ^ L: Г = m). 
(a) dvm e Σ; 
(b) </ν/π = sup Σ; 
(c) if f el is lat use, then f = dvm. 
Proof, (a) follows from Theorem 5.6, (b) from Lemma 5.2(b), while (c) is 
straightforward. 
Π 
6. Continuous lattices and the Lawson topology 
In Section 5 we introduced the notions of way above relation and continuous 
lattice. Here we give some elementary properties. Most of them can be found in dual 
form in Gierz et al. [1980]. 
The first proposition deals with the way above relation, and L is not assumed to be 
a continuous lattice. Its proof follows immediately from the definitions. 
Proposition 6.1. For all x,y ,z,weL we have: 
(a) If χ » y , then χ »>> ; 
(b) If w ^ χ » у г ζ, then w»z ; 
(c) / / χ » * and у »ζ, then χ Ay » ζ; 
(d) χ = inf і>х iff x£y implies the existence of a z»x with zjfey. 
The following lemma shows that in a continuous lattice the way above relation 
satisfies some interpolation property. 
Lemma 6.2. Let L be a continuous lattice, /ƒ х » г , then there is а у with χ » у » ζ. 
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Proof. Let fl:= {ueL: u » v » z for some y e t } . We must show that xeB. By 
Proposition б.І(Ь.с), В is an increasing filtered set. Of course, z':= inf В "» ζ. Now 
suppose z'^Éz. Applying Proposition 6.1(d) twice, we find a y»z with y'fcz' and a 
u»y with ujfcz'. Thus ueB. so u Э inf В = ζ ' , a contradiction. So z'—z. 
It follows that χ » inf В, and as В is filtered, there is a weB such that x^w. So 
χ e Î Β = β. 
D 
Corollary 6.3. Let L be a continuous lattice. If x»y, then for every filtered set В с L 
with ini В S у. there is a zçB with jc»z . 
Proof. By Lemma 6.2, there is a weL such that χ » w » y. From w»y follows 
the existence of a zeB with z^tv, so Λ » Ζ . 
D 
The goal of this section is to study the results of the preceding sections on US/, US, 
and HC. Most of these require a topology on L. except one, which is the topic of the 
next theorem. 
Theorem 6.4. If L is a continuous lattice, then US/ is closed for finite suprema. 
Proof. By Theorem 2.8, it suffices to show that lattice continuity implies lattice join-
continuity. SoletJceL.B с L a filtered set; we must show 
(6.1) χ ν inf В 3: inf {x vy: yeB] =: w 
(note that the reverse inequality is trivial). 
Suppose (6.1) does not hold. By Proposition 6.1(d), there is a ζ » χ ν inf В with 
zjfevv. As inf Β ^ χ ν inf B, there is a yeB with y^z. So ζ > χ ν у Э w, а 
contradiction. Thus (6.1) is proved. 
• D 
The time has come to provide our continuous lattice with a topology. It is the 
upper version of what Gierz et al. [1980] call the Lawson topology. 
Definition 6.5. Let L be a continuous lattice. The (upper) Lawson topology is defined bv 
its subbase elements tyx and (IxY, for all xeL. Notation for this topological space: 
LV]. 
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To get an idea, note that Ril- t is R with the usual topology, as both 
(IxY = (jr.x] and -ІУх = [-*jr) are open, the latter by Theorem 6.6. For general L. 
a generic base element is given by 4>дг П П Γ Ί ( 1 ·**)'· f o r м т е 
neNj, χ jr|^2,...jr
a
eZ, (note that >|>1 = L). 
Theorem 6.6. ¡f L is a continuous ¡anice, then L -U· Î /ios closed order. In particular, it 
is a Hattsdorff space and has closed point shadows. 
Proof. That closed order implies the last two statements, was observed in previous 
sections, so only the closed order remains to be proved. Let Γ:= {(χ,y), x^y) be the 
graph of the order and let (x,y) i Γ, so y£x. By Proposition 6.1(d), there is a z » y 
with zjtx. Now ( i z) c x ΊΙ'Ζ is a neighbourhood of (x,y), disjoint from Γ. 
D 
The structure of L4> f has one more nice feature: 
Theorem 6.7. If L is a continuous lattice, then L ψ f is a compact space. 
Proof. We use Alexander's lemma: it suffices to select a finite subcover from each open 
subbasé cover of L. (i) Let ( ly)c U \Jie¡ ψχ, = L for some index set / (at most one 
(ly)c suffices, as y ; ( i ^ ) ' = ( i АіУ,)')- AsyeL and y ¿ ( 1 у ^ , there is an i el 
such that ye-Ox,, so i у с ψχ,, hence {-0χ,,( ІуУ) is a finite subcover of L. (ii) The 
cases, where the cover consists of only one type of subbase elements, are trivial. 
D 
We continue our research on the classes USi, US, and HC. 
Theorem 6.8. Let L be a continuous lattice with the Lawson topology. Then US, = t/5,. 
Proof. A direct proof is not difficult and uses Proposition 6.1(d) and Lemma 6.2. But 
the results of Section 4 allow a shorter proof. 
(a) For US/ c= US,, we use Theorem 4.1, checking (4.1). So let В с L be filtered, 
x:= 'mi В and let U be a neighbourhood of x. We may assume that 
U = іУу Π Π ί=ι ( іУкУ for some neN t . y,y¡,...,y„eL. As y » x . Corollary 6.3 gives 
a zefl with y » z . From z^x and x^y*, we see that ζ fey* for every k. So ζ e В Di/. 
(b) For US, с US/, we use Theorem 4.2, checking (4.2): 
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inf {sup U. U open, xeU) € inf {sup ψ * ζ » * } * inf {ζ: г » х } = inf -Оде = дг 
(the reverse inequality holds trivially) 
α 
The following lemma, needed to prove the last result of this section, goes back to 
the remark following Definition 1 2. 
Lemma 6.9. In a continuous lattice with the Lawson topology, I U is open for every 
open U. 
Proof. We may assume that U is an open base set, ι е., U = tyx П (*) "_, ( i jr,)c for 
some ηεΝ«, дс^ С], jc„eL Let r e i U, so there is a ueU with z^u As i » u , there is 
а у with χ » у » и (Lemma 6 2) Note that yell, so ζ e ^Уу с \, U 
• 
Theorem 6.10. Let L be a continuous lattice with the Lawson topology Then 
US, = HC. 
Proof. We check the conditions in Proposition 4 3, 
(a) Already done in Theorem 6 6 
(b) First note that {0} is closed in L Now let U с L be open By Theorem 6 7 and 
Lemma 6 9, ( 4 U)' is a closed subset of a quasicompact space, hence itself 
quasicompact. 
α 
7. The lattice of closed subsets of a topological space 
Let D be a locally quasicompact space, ι e , each point in D has a neighbourhood 
base of quasicompact sets In absence of Hausdorffness, it is not sufficient that each 
point has some quasicompact neighbourhood Even a quasicompact space need not be 
locally quasicompact 
In this section L = <7(D) is the (complete) lattice of closed subsets of D The order 
in .ДО) is set inclusion, the mfimum corresponds with the intersection, whereas the 
supremum corresponds with the closure of the union 
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One can prove that ·7(0) is a continuous lattice iff it is lattice isomorphic to ·Τ{0') 
for some locally quasicompact topological space D' (ci Gierz et al [1980]. Hofmann & 
Mislove [1981]) It is not necessary that D itself is locally quasicompact although 
examples are hard to find Hofmann & Lawson [1978, ρ 304] construct one by the 
axiom of choice 
In Gierz et al [1980] the lattice L = g(D) of open subsets of D is studied Of 
course, properties of .7(D) are dual to those of §(£>) Nevertheless it is instructive to 
give some proofs, in order to get used to the specific meaning of the strict inequality 
relation » in this type of lattice 
The first lemma is the dual of HI 1 13 in Gierz et al [1980] 
Lemma 7.1. Let D be a locally quasicompact space For Fi,/^ e J(D), w e have F 1 » F 7 
iff there is a quasicompact К с D such that Fj <= К* с: F\ 
Proof. For the "if part, let S be a filtered subset of tf(D) and fi0 = f| S e i e В 
= inf Ά с F2 Then /С <= FJ с Во = U вея Ве, an open cover of К, so there is a 
finite ίβο с 3 such that К с у
 ΒΐΊ>ίι В
с
 = ( |"|
 Ве
 B)c As S) is filtered, there is a 
Β
χ
ΐ(Ά with B
x
 с p| ДЕ.^ В <= Kc <= F L which proves that F 1 » F 2 
The "only if' part uses the local quasicompactness of D Suppose F I » F 2 As FJ is 
open, there is for every reF^ a quasicompact К, with t e int К, <= К, с FS Now 
Fl = U, 6 f S in tK,, so F2 = f|,e/^ (int K,)c is the infimum of the filtered set 
(Πre/» (int Κ,Υ A a Fi finite} As F 1 » F 2 , there is a finite Л <= Fi such that 
( U „ M «'t Κ,Υ = fi(ΕΛ ( i n t Κ·Υ "= F i Λ follows that A : = U , E / i ^ satisfies 
F2 с К' c Fi 
α 
The following, important, result is an easy consequence now 
Theorem 7.2. If D is locally quasicompact, then .7{D ) is a continuous lattice 
Proof. Let F e -ПО) and set F, = inf ftp = П {" e ÍF(D), F с Я and F с К1 с Я 
for some quasicompact /(} Of course, F с F, For F! с F, let teF* As D is locally 
quasicompact, there is a quasicompact К such that / e int К с К с f* Set 
H = (int K)c, then F с К0 с Я and tjH, so /¿F, 
α 
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We are going to topologize ·7(0) by means of the Lawson topology The resulting 
topology turns out to be well-known 
Theorem 7.3. If D is locally quasicompaci, liten the Lawson topology on .7{D) coincides 
with the so-called sup vague topology, generated by the open subbase sets 
(7 1) {F e ,7{D) FnG Φ 0 } , for G open 
and 
(7 2) {F e ,7{D) FnK = 0 } , for К quasicompact 
Proof. As the Lawson topology on J{D) is generated by its subbase elements ( i F)c 
and -U-F for all Fe.TÍD), it suffices to show 
(a) the sets ( I F)c generate the same topology as the sets (7 1), 
(b) the sets •U-F generate the same topology as the sets (7 2) 
(a) For F0 e ,7(D), ( 1 F»)' = {F F φ i F0) = {F F 4 F0) = {F F П Ff, Φ 0 } 
(b) Let FQ 6 ,7(0) Then 
^ F Q = {F F o » F } = {F F с Kc с F0 for some quasicompact К} 
= {F FfìK = 0, FQUK = D ίοτ some quasicompact К] 
=
 U к FouK^D { f FnK = 0 } , which is open in the topology generated by the sets 
m (7 2) 
Conversely, we will prove that {F FnK = 0 } = (J
 F f n / ( = 0 •ii'F For the <= part (the 
other part is obvious), let FQCIK = 0 As FQ is open and К <= Ff), we can find for 
every teK a quasicompact К, with t e int К, <= К, с FQ NOW К is quasicompact and 
К с: \JleK\atK,, so there is a finite K0 c= К with К с [j,eK<l\ntK, Set 
Ki = U reft,,*, and F = (\J,íKtimlKlY, then F e .7(D), f ПК = 0, Fc cz AT,. К, is 
quasicompact and К] с FQ, so FQ <= K\ <= F, which proves that F»F
n
, so Fo e ^ F 
D 
The sup vague topology on closed sets was studied first by Fell [1962] For 
Hausdorff D, many authors worked on it, as Matheron [1975], Salinem & Wets [1985 + ] 
and Norberg [1985] For non-Hausdorff D see the revision of Vervaat [1982] Note that 
for compact metric D, the sup vague topology coincides with the well-known Hausdorff 
topology 
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8. A topolog} on USi 
Let £ be a locally quasicompact space and L a complete lattice In this section we 
want to topologize the space t/S( of all lat use functions ƒ E -» L To this end, we use 
the mapping h\po (Definition 1 ЗА), which assigns to every feUSi a subset of 
E x L' (L' = L\{0}) 
If i. = R h\po is a lattice isomorphism between USi and a subspace of •?(£ χ R'), 
by which we mean a bijection which takes arbitrary infima and finite suprema into 
arbitrary intersections and finite unions, respectively A particularly nice feature of this 
isomorphism is that its image hypo(USi) is closed under arbitrary intersections and finite 
unions, so it defines a cotopology, ι e , the closed sets of a topology It turns out that 
we can identifv h>po(t/Sj) with J ( £ x R' Î ), where f denotes the upper topology as 
defined in Example 3 8 Thus one can topologize l/S, with the induced sup vague 
(Lawson) topology on J{E x R' î ), introduced in Section 7 More about this can be 
found in Vervaal [1982] 
Our goal is to generalize the above for arbitrary, complete lattices L If L is not 
totally ordered, problems anse in general, hypo ƒ U hypo g is a larger set than 
h y p o ( / v g ) For example, if L = R2, ƒ = (0,1)/., g = ( l ,0) £ , then fvg = (1,1)£, so 
hypo (fvg) = E x 1 '(1.1)· (where, for a moment, 1 'x denotes I χ П L'), whereas 
hypo ƒ U hvpog = E x [ I '(0,1) U J,'(1,0)], which is not the hypograph of any 
function, as i '(0,1) U j '(1,0) can not be written as i 'χ for any χ e R2 
This example suggests us to restrict the space .7(£ x L' } ) together with its 
topology to the subspace ,Τ0 of those F e <?(£ x L' f ) which satisfy 
(8 1) for all / e £ there exists a yeL such that {xeL' (r^c) e F} = l'y 
Note that in (8 1), y is an element of L, rather than L', for we want 0 to be a member 
of ¿fo-
il is easily verified that ,T0 is closed for arbitrary infima, from which it follows that 
.7o is a complete lattice (see, for example, 0 2 2 in Gierz et al [1980]) However, the 
.To-supremum of two elements Fi,F2 of ^o 1S no longer the union of both sets, but 
rather 
hvpo [(hypo*- Fi) ν (hypo*" £2)] 
Summarizing 
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Theorem 8.1. The mapping hypo t/5; —> .τ0 defines a lattice isomorphism, ι e . и is a 
bijection preserving infima and suprema 
As the isomorphism hypo carries over the lattice structure to t/5;, the question 
arises whether US¡ is a continuous lattice To answer this question, we must know 
something about the way above relation in USi. Here we only derive what is directly 
needed, at the end of this section, a complete description of the way above relation is 
given. 
As infima in the sublattice .'To coincide with infima in the mother lattice 
.7 = ;7{E x L' f ), we see that the way above relation in .7Q is the restriction of the way 
above relation in if, in other words, for F,G e .To F » G in ,70 iff F » G in .7. In the 
sequel, we work in t/5| rather than in ,ΤΌ, because this gives more insight in (ASf, which 
is after all the space we are studying The first lemma is the reverse order analogue of 
II 4 20(ιι) in Gierz et al [1980], though in a quite different language 
Lemma 8.2. Let E be locally quasicompact and L a continuous lattice Then for every 
feUS,, 
f = inf {α,
η
, χ ν L,,,,
 Κ
γ·. aeL, К <= E is quasicompact and a » fv(K)} 
Proof. Let a be the collection on the right hand side Of course, inf Лі S ƒ For the 
converse, let teE We must show that (inf iB)(f) ss f(t) Since L is a continuous lattice, 
it suffices to show that 
(8 2) for all χ » ƒ(/) there exists a be!S such that b(t)^x 
So let χ » ƒ(() As feUS/, there is an open neighbourhood G of t with χ » / V ( G ) 
(Corollary 6 3) As E is locally quasicompact, there is a quasicompact set К t= G with 
t e int К Set ¿>:= jc,n,
 κ
 ν l ( l n l κ γ 
a 
The following lemma states that the collection Я in the proof of Lemma 8.2 is 
actually part of •ft ƒ · 
Lemma 8.3. Let E be locally quasicompact and L a continuous lattice If aeL,К с E is 
quasicompact and a » f (К), then α
ιη
,
 κ
 ν 1(ιη | Ky » ƒ 
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Proof. Let !A с US/ be a filtered set with inf.'JisS ƒ We must find a helft with 
baa
ml( ν l ( i n | J C ) r . Let teK. Note that (inf .·«)(') « / ( 0 « ƒ " ( * ) . {¿»(/) ¿effl) is 
filtered, and α » fv{K), so we find by Corollary 6.3 а Ь,е.'Я such that α » b,(t). As 
¿7, e US/, there is an open neighbourhood C, of / such that b,v(G,) « a. Now 
К <= у іе/с См so there is a finite subset J of К such that К <= (J ,
e y G,. As .'β is 
filtered, there is a beiiS with b ^ Λιεν &ι Th's b satisfies the requirements, since 
ftv(int If) « ЬЦК) « V,Ey *,V(C,) « «· 
D 
Combining the two preceding lemmas, we conclude: 
Theorem 8.4. If E is locally quasicompact and L is a continuous lattice, then US¡ is a 
continuous lattice. 
Next, we want to provide USi with the sup vague (Lawson) topology, by translating 
the corresponding topology on ,r0. As we have seen, the way above relation » on ,7o is 
just the restriction of » to .7 Of course, the same holds for the < relation. As the 
Lawson ( ψ Î )-topology is defined in terms of these two relations, we immediately 
conclude, the Lawson topology on ,Τ0 is the restriction of the Lawson topology to ,9. So 
we see, by Theorems 6 6 and 6.7· 
Theorem 8.5. If E is locally quasicompact and L is a continuous lattice, then US/ty \ is 
a compact Hausdorff space, which can, via ;T0, be considered as a closed subspace of 
,T{ExL' Î ) . 
Corollary 8.6. .To is closed in ,7. 
As promised earlier, we finally completely characterize the way above relation in 
US,. 
Proposition 8.7. Let E be locally quasicompact and L be a continuous lattìce. Then for 
f,g e USi,g»f if and only if there exist n eN , a\,...,aneL and quasicompact sets 
KU...,K„ m E such that a, » fiK,) for all ι and g S Д . («.„,*, ν 1(,η1 КіУ). 
Proof. The "if part, by Lemma 8 3, almk ν 1( ιη1 Ki)r » ƒ for every I, so by 
Proposition 6 1(c). g 3= Д . (a,mkí ν 1(ιη1 κγ) » f 
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For the "only if" part, let £ » ƒ We want to use Lemma 8 2. but the collection ft) on its 
nght hand side need not be filtered Therefore we study the collection 'So of all infima 
of finitely many elements of a Of course, Яр is filtered, and, by Lemma 8 2, 
inf fío ^ inf Я = ƒ, so there is a be'ä0 with b^g, which is exactly what we need 
о 
Corollary 8.8. Let E be locally quasicompact, L be a continuous lattice and g ε t/5, 
Then tyg is nonempty iff g satisfies the following two conditions 
(ι) inf g(£)»0, 
(") {' i(0^1} u contained in the interior of a quasicompact set 
Proof. Note that O-g Φ 0 iff g » 0
ε
 For the "only if' part, suppose g » 0E By 
Proposition 8 7 there are ah , a„eL all » 0 and quasicompact sets K\, ,K„ in E 
such that g 3 Д, (a,
aK ν l ( m | K ) ) Now inf g(E) Э Д, a, » 0 by Proposition 6 1(c), 
and (t
 ε
(ι)Φ\) <= U, '"Ι К. с int y , f, 
For the "if part, let inf g(E) » 0 and {f g(r )# l } с int К for some quasicompact К 
Then g S (inf £(£)),„, * ν l (,m A r ) s o g » 0 by Lemma 8 3 
α 
9. Quasicompact subsets of L' f 
In Section 8 we have topologized t/S/ via the sup vague topology on ./(£ x L' \ ) 
In Section 7 we have found a subbase for the sup vague topology on .7(D) 
(Theorem 7 3) The goal of Section 10 is, by putting D = £ x L' Î , to translate the 
subbase elements in terms of (/5/ For translating (7 2), we need a characterization of 
quasicompactness in L' f That is what this section deals with 
Theorem 9.1. If А с L' Î is nonempty, then A is quasicompact iff ini В e. \ A for 
each filtered В с î Л 
Proof. By Alexander's lemma, A is quasicompact iff each subbase cover {(ix,)c ¡el) 
of A contains a finite subcover Note that all subbase elements are increasing sets As 
A c= U iff ]A с U for increasing U and arbitrary A, we may assume that A is 
increasing 
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For the ΊΓ part, take a cover as above and set В = {Ліс/ χ, J <=• I finite) В is 
filtered, and А с U , t / ( Ідг,)' = ( i inf B)c So В 4 \A. ι e . there is a finite Ус/ 
W I t h Ait/ xi 4 A As A is increasing, we see that А П ( J Д ,
е ; t,) = 0 . hence 
Л с ( 4 Лі€У χιΥ = [},tj (lx,Y .*° A is quasicompact 
For the "only i f part, suppose that A is quasicompact, В с A is filtered and inf В 4 A 
Then, since A is increasing, A <= ( 1 inf Bf = (J i ce ( A·*)'', an open cover of A. so 
there is a finite Bo c Я such that А с υ ^ β , , ί Α * ) ' = ( i mf Btf But as В is 
filtered, В contains ab « inf BQ. so b φ A, a contradiction 
• 
It turns out to be very hard to give a more specific characterization of 
quasicompactness in L' ] However, if L is a continuous lattice, there is an important 
subclass of quasicompact sets 
Proposition 9.2. If L is α continuous lattice, then all sets of the type (tyxf ( ¿ e / / ) are 
quasicompact in L' Î , and so are their intersections 
Proof. Of course, | (tyxf = (tyx)' Let В с (ψχ)' be filtered and set у = inf В If 
у ^(•U'x)c, then j r » y , so by Corollary 6 3 there is a zeB such that x»z So 
Β <^  (ψ*)^, a contradiction Hence ;)>e(-l>;r)c, and Theorem 9 1 applies For the second 
statement, notice that it follows easily from Theorem 9 1 that the intersection of 
arbitrarily many increasing quasicompact sets is quasicompact 
π 
From this proposition it will be an easy consequence (Corollary 9 5) that L' t is a 
locally quasicompact space if L is a continuous lattice However, we present this result 
in a somewhat more general context, as this will be useful in Section 10 The following 
definition is taken from the forthcoming revision of Vervaat [1982] 
Definition 9.3. Let D be a topological space and Ά с Í?(D) D is called locally £B if for 
every teD and open neighbourhood G of t there ¡s а Ве.И such that 
t e int В <= В с G 
The same definition turns up already in a paper by Ceder [1961], who calls iß a 
"quasibase" for the topology on D if D is locally .'Я We prefer Vervaat's terminology, 
in view of our applications (cf Corollary 9 5) 
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Lemma 9.4. If L is a continuous lattice, then L' Î il locally { Ç\î=t (іУхі,)': 
neN,xb...jf„eL'). 
Proof. Let yeL' and yeU. U open. We may assume that U is a base set. i.e.. 
U = fi,™, (Ιζ,γ. For every ι', z^y, so by Proposition 6.1(d) there are ¿ , » 2 , with 
x^y. Set K:= Π,™! Wx.Y- As (4>х,)с с ( ^ г , ) ' for each i, it follows that К с U. 
Finally, since fl™, (lx,)c is an open subset of K, we conclude that ye ["),", ( ідс
І
)с 
с int /С. 
D 
Notice that we reobtain the definition of local quasicompactness by taking in 
Definition 9.3 for ¿3 the collection of all quasicompact subsets of L' î , or even a 
collection of some quasicompact subsets. This leads to the announced result: 
Corollary 9.5. If L is a continuous lattice, then L' f is locally quasicompact. 
Proof. Combine Proposition 9.2 and Lemma 9.4. 
D 
10. Back to the topology on USi 
The first lemma in this section is an easy consequence of Definition 9.3. 
Lemma 10.1. Let DUD2 be topological spaces which are locally Άχ,ίΒι, respectively. 
Then Di x О
г
 is locally .fli x ÍB2(:= {йі x Β Ϊ Β^ίϋχ, ВгеМ,}, provided with the 
product topology). 
Corollary 10.2. If E is locally quasicompact and L is a continuous lattice, then ExL' t ' 
is locally quasicompact. 
Proof. Combine Corollary 9.S and Lemma 10.1. 
D 
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So. as a first step to realize the final goal sketched in the introduction of the 
preceding section, we apply Theorem 7.3: the sup vague topology on ;7(E χ ¿ ' | ) is 
generated by the open subbase sets 
(10.1) {F с E x L' î : F n C Φ 0 } for all open С с E x L' î 
and 
(10.2) {F с E x L' î : FnK = 0 } for all quasicompact К с E χ Ζ/ î . 
We want to thin out this untractable subbase by selecting sufficient subclasses of 
open sets and quasicompact sets in E x L' f . Much of the following was done in 
Vervaat [1982]. However, his results are in terms of sup measures, and only deal with 
Z.=R. which was sometimes essentially made use of. We generalize his results and 
translate them into terms of closed sets. Here is the result: 
Theorem 10.3. If E is a locally quasicompact space and L is a continuous lattice, then 
the sup vague topology on ;7(E x L' f ) is generated by the open subbase sets 
(10.3) {F с E x L' î : F П (G x ( i X)c) Φ 0 ) , where G runs through a base of 
open sets in E and X с L' is finite, 
and 
(10.4) {F e E x L' î : F П (K x (.fyXY) = 0 ) , where К runs through the 
quasicompact subsets of E and X с L' is finite. 
Proof, (i) Starting with the open sets, we see that we can thin out (10.1) to open base 
sets G с E x L' î , since {F: F П ( U , £ / G,) Φ 0 } = U , E / {F: F ПС, Φ 0 } . This 
results in (10.3). 
(ii) In order to derive (10.4), we set !&:= Ά
Ε
 x CL, where DiE denotes the class of all 
quasicompact subsets of E, and Q is the collection defined in Lemma 9.4. Furthermore 
we set З і : = { ( J í ^ i В
к
·. n e N , Βι,...,Β„6ίη}. It suffices to thin out (10.2) to 3 i , since 
(F: F Π (J
 k Bk = 0 } = η t {F: FC\Bk = 0 } . To this end, it suffices to prove that 
(10.5) {F: ЕПК = 0 ) = U •<·, κ=β {F: FñB = 0 } 
for every quasicompact К in Ε x L' î . 
The only nontrivial inclusion in (10.5) is the с part. Therefore, fix an F with 
FnK = 0 , i.e., К с F c . By Lemmas 9.4 and 10.1, E x L' ] is locally a , so for every 
teK there is a £,€.*# such that t e int В, с В, <= f4'. Now AT is quasicompact, so from 
the open cover {int В,: te К} we can select a finite subcover {int В,: teJ] of К, for 
some finite J с К. Set B:= U/«' a<· T 1 1 6 " Ве.'й
и
 К <= fl and F n B = 0 , which 
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proves (lO.S). 
• 
Finally, we translate to US/: 
Theorem 10.4. If E is a locally quasicompact space and L is a continuous lattice, then 
the sup vague topology on US/ is generated by the open subbase sets 
{f: KG) 4 IX) 
and 
{ƒ: f(K) с VX). 
where G runs through a base of open sets in Ε, К runs through the quasicompact subsets 
of E and X с L' is finite. 
Proof. Apply the isomorphism hypo to Theorem 10.3. The only nontrivial observation 
is that both ( 4 ХУ and (•іУХУ are increasing sets. 
α 
11. Appendix 
In this appendix we give examples of functions belonging to exactly one or two of 
the three function spaces studied in Section 4. 
Example 1 US, \ (US, U ЯС): 
E = (0,1), usual topology; 
L — {0} U (1,2], lower topology (i.e., the reverse order analogue of the upper 
topology, cf. Example 3.8); 
/(0) = 0, ƒ(») = 1+i iff>0. 
Example 2 US, \ (US, U HC): 
see Example 3.8. 
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Example 3 HC \ (US, U US,): 
E = (0,1), usual topology; 
L = {(x , l -x)e R2:jce(0,l)}, 
ƒ(') = i - ' · 
Example 4 (US, U US,) \ HC: 
see Example 3.4. 
Example S ({/5, U HC) \ US,: 
£=R, usual topology; 
¿=R, discrete topology; 
ƒ = identity mapping. 
Example 6 (US, U ЯС) \ 1/5,: 
£=R, usual topology; 
L = L5(R, [-1,0]) (lower semicontinuous functions from R to [-1,0]), with the 
topology induced by the sup vague topology on US via the identification 
L = -t/S(R,[0,l]); 
fit) = -1(,)· 
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NOTES TO "LATTICE-VALUED SEMICONTINUOUS FUNCTIONS" 
a. As mentioned in the introduction, several results on continuous lattices originate 
from Gierz et al. [1980]. However, afterwards it became clear that some more results 
that we needed can be found there. In Vervaat [1990], all these results will be specified. 
b. To get a first impression on continuous lattices, one may read Mislove [1982]. 
с In the list of notations, f "(A) should be replaced by / V (A). 
d. In the proof of Theorem 6.7, it is claimed that "one ( | y)c suffices". This is not 
obvious, as Henk Holwerda pointed out. However, a new proof is not needed, since the 
result can be found in Theorem III.1.9 in Gierz et al. [1980]. 
e. In the third paragraph of Section 8, hypo ƒ U hypo g should be a "smaller" set than 
hypo (ƒ V g) instead of a "larger". 
f. On the references: Beer [1984] appeared as Beer [1987]; see the general reference 
list. Norberg [1985] was published as Norberg [1986a]. Salinetti & Wets [1985+] was 
published as Salinetti & Wets [1986]; closely related is Salinetti, Vervaat & Wets [1986]. 
Vervaat [1982] appeared as Vervaat [1988]. Vervaat [1985] appeared as Vervaat [1986]. 
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In Gerritse [1986], the notion of supremum self-decomposability was introduced for ran­
dom variables taking their values in W. In the present paper, this notion is generalized 
to lattice-valued random variables. This generalization gives more insight in the struc­
ture: it makes clear why in R sometimes restrictions had to be made to [—00,00)''. 
We briefly point out the more important sections of the present text. In Section 1, 
continuous lattices are introduced. In Section 2, subtraction by a fixed vector, which 
was the isomorphism under study in R , is generalized to a group of automorphisms. 
In Section 3, the lattice is split up into manageable subsets, so-called single attraction 
domains, which are crucial in the further analysis. In Section 5, it is shown how to 
write an arbitrary supremum self-decomposable random variable as a supremum of two 
independent such random variables, one of them invariant under the automorphisms, 
the other taking its values in one single attraction domain. In Sections 9 to 11, we 
concentrate on random variables taking their values in one single attraction domain, 
and then the results known for R can be generalized, in Section 9 those on limit laws 
of normalized partial maxima of independent random variables, in Sections 10 and 11 
those on Poisson process representations. 
§1. Continuous latt ices 
The probabilistic analysis of this paper takes place in continuous lattices, provided with 
a group of order automorphisms. In this section, we collect a few basic facts about 
continuous lattices. For proofs, the reader is referred to Gierz et al. [1980]. Note, 
however, that our order is reversed in comparison to theirs; the reason for this will be 
explained in Example 2. A few of these results were reobtained in Gerritse [1985]. 
If Χ is a partially ordered space, 1 e L and А С L, we write 
J.X : = {y G L : у < χ] 
lx := {у e L : y > χ} 
ΙΑ := (J Ι χ 
ΤΛ := (J î χ. 
ζζΑ 
A partially ordered space L is called a complete lattice if each subset of L has a supremum 
and an infimum. In particular, this is required for the full set L, so L has a bottom 0 
and a top 1. Henceforth, we assume completeness. 
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A subset A of L is called filtered if every two elements of A admit a common lower 
bound which also belongs to A. A subset Λ of £ is called a filter if it is filtered and 
increasing, i.e., f A = A. In the latter case it follows that χ Λ y G A if x, y € A. 
The following strict inequality relation is crucial: χ is way above y, in symbols 
χ » y, if each filtered set А С L with inf A < у contains an element ζ such that ζ < χ. 
For convenience, we also write у •< χ instead of χ >· у; however, note that у ·< χ is 
not the order reverse analogue of χ <C y, since the definition is strongly asymmetric. 
Observe that trivially 1 ^> у for every y ε L, in particular 1 ^ 1 . 
For χ € L and А С L, we write: 
i x := {y € L : у < χ } 
î x := {y € L : y > χ } 
M:=Uî*-
If χ = inf f χ for every χ ξ. L, then L is called a continuous lattice. This does not imply 
that χ = sup jx; counterexamples are easily obtained in the context of L = US(E,R) 
(see Example 3 below), where | x = 0 for many χ G L. 
In spite of the terminology, the definition of continuous lattices does not involve any 
topology. However, a natural topology for L is the Lawson topology, which is determined 
by a subbase consisting of 
Jx, (i x)c (x € L), 
where ( · ) c denotes complementation. This topology makes L a compact HausdorfF 
space with closed order. We assume L to be second countable; in that case, L is 
completely metrizable, thus Polish (cf. also Norberg [1986]). 
In many of our examples, L will be distributive, i.e., χ V (y Λ ζ) = (χ V y) Λ (χ V ζ) for 
all χ, y, ζ (Ε Ζ,, in which case L, being a continuous lattice, is also infinitely distributive: 
χ V (inf A) = inf {x V a : α 6 A) for all χ G L, А С L. We will come back to distributive 
continuous lattices in Example 2 below. 
An element ρ of £ is called prime if χ V y > ρ implies that χ > ρ or y > ρ, for every 
χ, y G L. A continuous lattice L is distributive iff the set of all primes is order generating 
(Th. 1.3.14 in Gierz et al. [1980]), i.e., every χ G L can be obtained from the primes 
below it: 
χ = sup{p : ρ prime, ρ < χ } . (1.1) 
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We conclude this section with a few examples. Some will turn up frequently in the 
sequel. 
Example 1. L = R , where R := [—00,00], d € N and the ordering is componentwise. 
This is a distributive continuous lattice. The prime elements are those with at least d— 1 
coordinates equal to —00. This space was the context of research in Gerritse [1986], 
however, with a slight difference. In the present context, ( i i , . . . ,Xd) ^> ( y i , . . . ,yd) iff 
Χι > y, or x, = 00 for all :', whereas in Gerritse [1986] ( x j , . . . , xj) » (î/i, · · · , î/d) was 
defined to mean just x, > y, for all t. This difference should be kept in mind when 
reading Gerritse [1986]. The frequent restriction to [—oo,oo)d in that paper will be 
placed in a more general context here. 
Before presenting the next example, let us remark that in our terminology a topological 
space is quasicompact if it satisfies the finite open subcover property, and compact if it 
is in addition HausdorfF. A space is locally quasicompact if it has a neighbourhood base 
of quasicompact sets at each point. In contrast to what one is used to for Hausdorff 
spaces, quasicompact spaces need not be locally quasicompact. 
Example 2. Let E be a locally quasicompact (Iqc) topological space, and let L := 
ƒ"(£), the lattice of all closed subsets (the cotopology) of E. The ordering is by inclu-
sion. This is a distributive continuous lattice (Hofmann L· Lawson [1978]). In fact, 
Th. V.5.5 in Gierz et al. [1980] states that every distributive continuous lattice is order 
isomorphic to the cotopology of some Iqc topological space E. The latter is unique up to 
homeomorphism if it is required to be the largest To space with cotopology isomorphic 
to L. In the following section, it turns out that E must be taken non-Ti in order to get 
nontrivial applications. 
It is because of this (and the following) example, that we reversed the order in com-
paxison to Gierz et al. [1980]. Closed subsets of a topological space have become the 
natural space in image analysis, cf. Matheron [1975] and Serra [1982]. 
Example 3 . Let E be a Iqc topological space, and let L := US(E,R), the space 
of all R-valued upper semicontinuous functions on E. Vervaat [1988] shows that this 
space is homeomorphic to the cotopology oí Ε χ (—οο,οο], where Ε x (—00,00] is 
provided with a Iqc topology; so L is a continuous lattice, by Example 2. Specifically, 
(—00,00] is provided with the upper topology, whose non-trivial closed sets are (—00, u], 
« G (—00,00]. This topology is easily seen to be To, but not Tj. As Κ φ 0 is 
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quasicompact iff inf К £ К, this topology on (—00,00] is Iqc, and so is the product 
topology on Ε χ (—00,00]. The prime elements of L are the functions that assign the 
value —00 to all but at most one point u € E. Finally, note that Example 1 is reobtained 
when E = { 1 , . . . , d) with the discrete topology. 
The following two examples are isomorphic to Example 1, L = R ; however, in connec-
tion to the automorphisms in Section 2, the situation will be essentially different from 
Example 1. 
Example 4 . Let L be the result of putting two copies of R one behind the other, 
identifying the +00 element of the first with the —00 element of the second one. Elements 
of the first half are denoted ( l ,u) ,elements of the second half (2 ,u) , so ( l , 00 ) = (2,— 00). 
Within each half, the ordering is as usual, and (1 , u) < (2, v) for all u, ν G R. Of course, 
this example can be extended to more copies of R. 
Example 5. Another extension of Example 4 is a grid of finitely many copies 
of R . Numbering the copies as in the picture, we can denote elements of L by 
2 
( : , j , u,w), where (u,v) € R . The following identifications are made: (i,j, 00, υ) = 
(i+l,jy— 00,v) and (i,j,u,00) = ( t , j + l , u , — 0 0 ) . We define the ordering by saying 
that χ < y if χ lies "south-west" from y, whether or not in the same compartment. 
Note that, e.g., ( l , 2 , u i , u i ) V (2,1,U2,V2) = (2,2,ti2,vi). Furthermore, note that 
(1,1,00,2)<^(1,1,00,5), although restriction to compartment (1,1) may suggest other­
wise. 
(1,2) 
(1.1) 
(2,2) 
(2,1) 
(3,2) 
(3,1) 
§2. The i s o m o r p h i s m s 
Let £ be a continuous lattice. We assume that we have a group (T'^gg of 1-1 trans­
formations T ' : L —• L, satisfying T ' T " = T ' + " , where T0 is the identity mapping and 
Τ~* is the inverse of T ' . We impose two conditions on this group: 
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every Τ ' is an order isomorphism, (2-1) 
i.e., χ < y -<=>• T'x < T 'y for every x,y 6 L, and 
every T* with t > 0 is anti-extensive, (2-2) 
i.e., T ' x < χ for every χ € L. 
Condition (2.1) can be formulated in several ways. 
L e m m a 2 .1 . The following are equivalent: 
(i) every T ' is an order isomorphism; 
(ii) every T ' preserves finite suprema; 
(iii) every T ' preserves arbitrary suprema and infima. 
Proof, (iii) ^ ^ · (ii) obvious. 
(ii) - • (i). If χ > y, then χ V y = x, so T 'x = T '(x V y) = T ' x V T 'y > T'y for any 
t eR. 
(i) -> (iii). Fix t 6 R, and some collection {x,},. By (i), Т ' (\/х . ) > У T'x,. On the 
• 1 
other hand, 
Ух,=\/Т-*Т*х,<Т-\\/Гх,), 
I I I 
again by (i), so 
TWJX.) < T'T-'ÍVT'X.) = V^x,. 
I I I 
The statement for infima follows in the same way, after replacing all ^-symbols by 
Д-symbols and reversing all inequality signs. D 
In presence of condition (2.1), condition (2.2) implies that every T ' with t < 0 is 
extensive, and that 
T 'x < T ' x if i > s 
forali 3,t € R, χ € L. 
The following two lemmas present some continuity results. 
L e m m a 2.2. For every χ 6 L, 
inf T 'x -x - sup T 'x . 
« o <>o 
Proof. Fix x G L. It suffices to find an s € R for which 
in fT < + s x = T i x = supT ' + ' ' x , 
«<o i>0 
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since in that case 
inf T'x = Τ'' (iniTt+,À = T-T'x = x=T— (ϋαρΤ'+'χλ = supT'x. 
« о \i<0 ) \ ( > о / t>0 
Define the function φ : R —» L by ψ{ϊ) := Т*х. Since L has a closed partial order (Gierz 
et al. [1980]), we can apply Lemma 3 in Kamae L· Krengel [1978], to find that φ, a 
decreasing map, has only countably many discontinuity points. Π 
In the proof of the following lemma, some results from Gerritse [1985] are used, which 
originate from Gierz et al. [1980]. 
L e m m a 2.3. The mapping (t,x) »-» T 'x from R χ L to L is jointly continuous. 
Proof. It suffices to prove continuity at (0, χ) , χ 6 L. Let U be an open neighbourhood 
of x. We will construct open neighbourhoods UQ of 0 and Uz of χ such that T ' z e U 
for all i e Uo, ζ € Uz. We may assume that there is an у € L such that U = ¿y or 
U = (ly)c. First, if U = ly, then there is a ω such that у » ω 3> χ (Lemma 6.2 in 
Gerritse [1985]). Since {T~'w : s > 0} is a filtered set with infimum u; (by Lemma 2.2), 
there is an s > 0 such that y > T~*w. It is easily checked that the choices Uo '•= (—·*, oo) 
and Uz : = iw satisfy our needs. Secondly, if U = (J.y)c, then there is a w such that 
u; » y, u) ^ χ (Proposition 6.1 (ibid.)). Choose s > 0 such that ш > T~'y, and set 
ϋ · ο : = ( - ο ο , ί ) , Uz:=(iw)c. Π 
All above properties of the isomorphisms T ' will be used frequently, often without 
explicit reference. 
When L is distributive, then the isomorphisms T* are completely determined by their 
prime images: 
T'x = sup íT 'p : ρ prime, ρ < χ} 
(by (1.1) and Lemma 2.1). Furthermore, it is easy to see that prime images are prime 
as well. 
We conclude this section with the examples from the preceding section. 
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Example 1. L = R . Define T*x : = x—t · 1, where 1 : = ( 1 , 1 , . . . , 1). This example 
was studied extensively in Genitse [1986]. For d = 1, it can even be shown that every 
non-trivial T* is related to the above one; more precisely, Γ*χ = φ-1 {φ{χ) — i) where 
y? is an increasing bij eet ion, e.g. φ(χ) = ί χ , so that T ' x = x—2t, or φ(χ) = χ3, so that 
T*x = y/x3—t. However, for d > 1 the situation is less clear, since the order is no longer 
linear. 
Example 2. L = F(E). First suppose that E is a Tj-space (so singletons are closed), 
and let Τ : L —» L be an isomorphism satisfying (2.1) and (2.2). For u £ E, and hence 
{u} 6 L, we find that T{u} = {u}, since Г{и} С {ti} and 0 = T 0 . So if F € L, then 
{ti} = T{u} С TF С F for all u e F, whence F С TF С F. We conclude that Τ 
necessarily is the identity mapping. 
So in order to obtain non-trivial examples, we must direct our attention to non-Ti 
spaces. Indeed, let E = R, equipped with the upper topology (see Section 1), and define 
T* : L -» L by T ' 0 : = 0 , Г 'Ц-оо,«]) : = [ - Q O ^ - U - Í ] . It is easily verified that (Т)
іел 
satisfies all conditions we imposed. 
Example 3 . L = US(E,R). Define (T'xXu) : = x(u)-t, for χ € L, и € E, t e R. 
Again, it is easily seen that ( Г ' ) (
е
и satisfies all the conditions. Note that T'x is prime 
iff χ is. As noted before, we reobtain Example 1 by taking E = {1,...,<ί} with the 
discrete topology. 
Throughout the paper, Example 3 (often with E = R) will be our main example, for 
two reasons: first because (for nondiscrete E) it is completely different from Example 1, 
which is very manageable and in which we "know everything". We will come back 
to this in other sections. The second reason for considering this example is its close 
connection to Example 2, and the fact that every distributive continuous lattice can be 
represented as in Example 2, as we mentioned in Section 1. 
Examples 4 and 5 mainly serve to avoid us from thinking that Examples 1 and 3 are all 
there is. 
Example 4. L is the result of putting two copies of R one behind the other. The isomor­
phism T ' may be defined as before, so T'(t, u) = (i, u—t) (t = 1,2), but it is also possible 
to combine two different isomorphisms, e.g. Г ' (1,и) = (!,«—<), T '(2, u) = (2, u—5t). 
Because of the linear ordering of L, this does not essentially affect the structure. 
— 2 
Example 5. L is the grid of R copies. In contrast to the preceding example, it is not 
always possible to define Г on different compartments in different ways. For example, 
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when T\l,l,u,v) = ( l , l , u - t , w - f ) , ^ ( 1 , 2 , « , υ ) = ( l , 2 , u - 2 í , w - 2 < ) , χ = (1,1,7,7) 
and y = (1,2,7,7), then χ < y, but Tx £ Ту. We will return to this in Section 6. 
§3. Invariance 
For our study on supremum self-decomposability, the notion of invariance will be indis­
pensable. For that purpose, we introduce the map T00 : L —* L, defined by 
T00! := inf {Т*х : t > 0}. 
Note that this definition makes sense, as £ is a complete lattice. Obviously, T00 is 
order preserving. Furthermore, T00 is measurable by Theorem 2.1 in Gerritse [1985], 
being the infìmum of a collection of continuous functions (Lemma 2.3). It has some nice 
properties. 
Lemma 3 . 1 . T 0 0 preserves finite suprema and arbitrary infuna. 
Proof, (i) Obviously, T00(a: V y) > T 0 0 ! V T ^ y , since T 0 0 is order preserving. Con-
versely, let ζ > Г ^ х Т ^ у . By lattice continuity, it suffices to prove that ζ > T ^ x V y ) . 
As ζ ^> T00! = inf T'x, the latter being a filtered collection, there is a tt > 0 such that 
T ' l x < z. Similarly, there is a Í2 > 0 such that ТІ7у < ζ. Set t := <i V *2· Then 
T^ix V y) < Τ'(χ V у) = Т*х V T'y < ζ. 
(ii) For any collection {xj}j С L, 
т-(Л *J) = Л r V W = Л Л г ч = 
= /\/\т% = /\т°°х). a 
i < ι 
Counterexamples are easily obtained to show that T 0 0 does not preserve arbitrary 
suprema, e.g., in Example 1 in Sections 1 and 2 (L = R ). 
Usually, the set T 0 0 ( I i ) is a relatively small subset of L. To describe it, we introduce 
the concept of invariance. 
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Definit ion 3.2. An element χ of £ is invariant under Τ if T 'x = χ for all t G R. The 
set of all invariant points is denoted by I. 
Propos i t ion 3.3. A (necessary and) sufficient condition for χ to be invariant under Τ 
is that T ' x = χ for some t φ 0. 
Proof. Suppose T 'x = x; we will show that Γ ' χ = χ for any a. Since Τ Γ χ = χ implies 
Τ
- Γ
χ = χ for any r, we may restrict ourselves to t > 0, s > 0. Choose an integer 
η > s/t. Then χ = T n t x < T ' x < x. D 
The set I has some nice features. 
L e m m a 3.4. 
(i) ƒ is a complete sublattice of L (i.e., ƒ is a complete lattice on its own, and suprema 
and infima in / coincide with those in L). 
(ii) ƒ is a closed, hence compact, subset of L. 
Proof, (i) If J С I, then T ^ s u p J ) = s u p T 1 / = sup J , so sup J € I (where suprema 
are meant w.r.t. L); the same holds for inf J . 
(ii) If x„ 6 I for each n, and x„ —» x, then x n = T 1 x„ —» T ' x , so T ' x = χ by uniqueness 
of limits. Thus χ £ I. D 
By the following lemma, I turns out to be the image of L under T°°. 
L e m m a 3.5. T 0 0 ^ ) = I. 
Proof. If χ € L, then T1(T'x'x) = T^x, so T 0 0 ! e ƒ. Conversely, if χ e J, then 
T 0 0 ! = inf χ = x, so χ e T°°(L). D 
<>o 
Definit ion 3.6. For J С I, we define 
D J : = {χ e L : Τ00! e J } , 
the attraction ¿omat'n of J. 
In particular the »ingle attraction domaÍTis Di := D{i} will play an important role in 
the sequel. The collection {Di : i e ƒ} is a partition of L. From Lemma 3.1, we 
immediately conclude: 
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Corollary 3.7. For every i ζ I, the space D i , considered as a space on its own, is a 
lattice. It is Д-complete, but mostly not У-complete; however, infima and suprema are 
the same as in £ whenever they exist. 
By restriction to a single attraction domain Di, the continuous lattice structure may 
be lost. The reason for this is that in general, elements of ft are so much greater than 
», that they may escape from Di. It is even possible that ft Π D i = 0 , as shows the 
second example below. However, this loss of continuous lattice structure does not cause 
much harm, as will become clear in the following sections. 
Example 1. L = R , T ' x = x-t • 1. Then ι G / iff |χ* | = oo for all k, so there 
are only 2Λ single attraction domains. For every χ 6 L, K T 0 0 ^ ) * ! = oo for every k. 
Specifically, (T°0x)k = oo if xk = oo, and (Tcox)k = - o o if xk < oo. Finally, χ e D i iff 
{к : xk = oo} = {к : t't = oo}. 
Example 2. E is locally quasicompact, L = US(E,R), (T '/X«) = ƒ («) -* · For ƒ € L, 
T » / = oo - l[f=oo] + ( -oo) · l I / < 0 0 , 
(where [/=oo] := {u : Д и ) = oo}). It follows that I = {oo · 1A + (-oo) • lAc : A £ 
P(E)}r so there is a 1-1 correspondence between I and F(E)). So I has uncountably 
many elements, as soon as £ is infinite and its topology is not too trivial. For іл '•= 
oo · 1д + (—oo) · Іде € I, DÍA = {ƒ : [ /= 0 0 ] = -A}· If Ae is not relatively compact in 
L, then D i ^ Π f ід = 0 , since ƒ :» i A implies that [/^oo] is relatively compact in L 
(Prop. 8.7 in Gerritse [1985]). 
A map dual to T 0 0 is the map T - 0 0 : L - • L, defined by 
T - 0 0 ! := sup{r-<x : t > 0}. 
One can derive results for T~°° analogous to those derived for T°°, for example: 
r - o c ( L ) = I, but we will not go into detaib, as we do not need such results in the 
rest of this paper. 
Note that J 7 - 0 0 and T00 are not each other's inverses, although the notation might 
suggest so. Yet the following relation holds (its proof is straightforward): 
Propos i t ion 3 .8 . T - 0 0 ! < у <=• ar < T^y. 
Note, however, that T00! < у is not equivalent to χ < T ^ ^ y . 
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§4. S u p r e m u m self-decomposabil ity 
Definit ion 4.IA. An L-valued random variable X is зиртетит self-decomposable (sup 
self-dec), if for each t > 0 there is an ¿-valued random variable Xt such that 
X = Т*Х V Xt, Т*Х ± Xt. (4.1Л) 
Here " = " denotes equality in distribution, and " J . " denotes independence. In this 
case, the probability distribution В У-* PIX € В] (where В € B(L), the Borei <T-field 
on L generated by the Lawson topology) is also called sup self-dec. It is known that 
probability distributions on second countable lattices with the Lawson topology can be 
characterized by distribution functions: 
F(x) := P[X <x], xE L; 
see Revuz [1955/56], or Norberg [1986] (which was partially published in Norberg [1989]; 
we will refer to the 1986 text). Both authors characterize distribution functions explic-
itly among the monotone functions on L, but we will not use this characterization. Yet 
we do mention two properties of distribution functions: 
1. each distribution function F is upper continuous, i.e., if xn I x, then F(xn) —* F(x) 
for all z,X],22i · · · 6 L. 
2. each distribution function F satisfies 
F(xVy) + F{xby)>F(x) + F(y) (4.2) 
for all x,y e L. 
We translate Definition 4.1A into terms of distribution functions. 
Definit ion 4 . I B . A distribution function F on L is sup self-dec if for each t > 0 there 
is a distribution function Ft on L such that 
F ( x ) = i X T - ' i ) • Ft(x) ( 4 . Ш ) 
for all χ € L. 
The following proposition is easily verfied. 
Propos i t ion 4 .2 . If ΛΊ,Λ"2 are independent sup self-dec random variables, thenXjVXj 
is sup self-dec. 
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Examples . The first two examples hold for any L and Τ satisfying the requirements 
in Sections 1 and 2. 
1. Every degenerate random variable (i.e., P[X=c] = 1 for some с € L) is sup self-dec 
(set Xt := c). 
2. Every invariant random variable X is sup self-dec, since ТХХ = X (set Xt : = 0). 
3. Not every random variable is sup self-dec. See Gerritse [1986]. 
4. A less trivial example in L = R (see Example 1 in Sections 1 and 2): let У be a 
random variable concentrated on {(u,u) : u < 0} with distribution function (ti,u) ι-» 
e
-
" (u < 0), let Ζ be concentrated on {(oo,u) : u < 0} with distribution function 
(oo, u) ι-» e - " (« < 0), and let 
(where "wp" stands for "with probability"). By means of (4.2) it can be verified that 
X is sup self-dec. 
_ 2 
5. Another example in R : let U be a real-valued random variable, uniformly distributed 
over (0,1), and let 
χ =
 Г(С/,оо) wp i 
\ ( ο ο , 1 0 wp i . 
The sup self-decomposability of X follows from Lemma 2.3(ii) in Gerritse [1986] (the 
independence of the components, required in that Lemma, plays no role since always 
one of the components of X equals oo) and Example (b) following it. 
This example shows that the self-decomposability factors Xt are not unique. Their 
distributions are fixed by (4.1) only on the sets {oo} χ R and R χ {oo}, but they can be 
_ 2 
extended to the whole of R in several ways. Indeed, for t > 1, Xt may be defined in 
each of the following ways: 
*·:=(ΙΊ,Ρι) 
Jr«:=(tfi,tf2) 
Xt-iUul-Vi), 
where Ui, U2 are independent and uniformly distributed over (0,1). This example also 
shows that little can be said about self-decomposability of the factors Xt themselves: 
the first and the second choices are sup self-decomposable, the third is not (by Theorem 
2.7 in Gerritse [1986]). 
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6. An example in L = US(R,R) (see Example 3 in Sections 1 and 2): let У be a 
real-valued random variable, uniformly distributed over [0,1], define for each α G [0,1] 
an fa € L by 
,1) ( oo if u = a or u ^ (0, '. 0 i f t i e O U ) ^ } , 
and set X := /γ. Then X can be proved to be sup self-dec, taking 
,1) ( oo if u g (0,  
о if « e (o, i). 
7. Another example in L = t^5(R, R): the same У, but now define for each a 6 [0,1] an 
ƒ. 6 L by ( oo if u ^ (α,α+Ι) 
0 if ue(o,a- |- l) , 
and again X := /γ. Then Λ" can be proved to be sup self-dec, taking ^ ( u ) := 0 for all 
U E R . 
In Example 5 we just saw that Xt need not be unique. We now derive a uniqueness 
result in the special case that P[X € Di] > 0 for some t ε I. First a general proposition, 
in which X need not be sup self-dec. 
Proposition 4.3. If » ε J and χ > », then P[X ε Di] < lim PÍX < Γ - ' * ] . 
Proof. If Λ" ε Ζ)», then Τ^Χ = ι, which is the infimum of the filtered set {Т*Х : t > 0}. 
As χ > i, there is a t > 0 such that Т*Х < χ. So P[X ε Di'] < Ρ \J [Τ*Χ < χ] = 
Hm PIT'Χ <χ)= lim PÍX < T"'*] . D 
<-«oo l — ' t—oo l — ' 
Of course, this proposition is only meaningful if P[X ε Di] > 0. FWthermore, its 
right-hand side can easily be extended to lim P[X ^ Τ~*χ], using Corollary 6.3 in 
t—•oo 
Gerritse [1985]. Finally, the proposition cannot be extended to χ > i instead of χ ^> i: 
in Example (b) in Section 2 in Gerritse [1986], take i := (—oo,..., — oo) and χ := 
(0,-oo,-oo, . . . , -oo) . 
Lemma 4.4. Let Χ be a sup self-dec random variable with distribution function F, let 
i 6 / and P[X ε Dt] > 0. If χ > t' and .F(z) = 0, then Ft(x) = 0 for all t > 0. 
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Proof. Fix О 0. Since F ( T _ 0 a : ) = 0 and lim F{T-'x) > 0 by Proposition 4.3, there 
is a u > 0 such that F ( T - " x ) = 0 and F ( T - " - * i ) > 0. Then Ft(T-ux) = 0 by (4.1B), 
so Ft(x) = 0 by monotonicity. D 
Corollary 4.5. If X is sup self-dec, i ζ I and P[X e Di] > 0, then each decomposition 
factor Ft from (4.IB) is uniquely determined on î t . 
Proof. For χ e [F > 0] : = {y : F(y) > 0}, Р
г
(х) is determined by (4.1B). For 
χ € [F = 0] η f», use the preceding lemma. Finally, for χ e [F = 0] П Ti, use the upper 
continuity of F«. D 
To conclude this section, we present some properties of the set [F > 0], where F is sup 
self-dec. 
L e m m a 4.6. Let Χ be a sup self-dec random variable with distribution function F , let 
i € ƒ and P[X 6 Di] > 0. Then the set [F > 0] Π Í¿ is a filter in L. 
Proof. Obviously, the set is increasing. Suppose x,y ξ [F > Ojnft. By Proposition 6.1 
in Gerritse [1985], χ Ay ζ ft, so it remains to show that хЛу 6 [F > 0]. By Lemma 4.4, 
we are done if we find a t > 0 such that F t ( x Л у) > 0, where F t is the decomposition 
component in (4.1B). Every F ( is a distribution function, so by (4.2) 
F t ( x Л у) + Ft(x V у) > F,(x) + Ft(y). (4.3) 
By Lemma 2.2 and upper continuity of F , 
\imFt(z) = Urn ^ * } . = 1 tío v ' tw Ρ{Τ-*ζ) 
for every ζ £ [F > 0], so (4.3) implies that liminf F ^ x Л y) > 1 + 1 - 1 = 1. So there is 
a t> 0 such that F ( (x Λ y) > 0. D 
The condition on P[X Ç Di] in this lemma is not superfluous: in Example 5 of this 
section, [F > 0] Π î(—oo,—oo) is not a filter. The same example shows that the set 
[F > 0] itself need not be a filter. 
Furthermore, notice that in case L = R , T 'x = χ — t · 11, the lemma makes sense only 
if i = 0, the lattice bottom, as fi = 0 if t ^ 0. 
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§5. D e c o m p o s i t i o n of single attract ion domains 
We give a representation of sup self-dec random variables which will make their analysis 
much easier. First, we need the following well-known notion: the support of a random 
variable X, with values in a separable metric space L, denoted by supp(X), is the 
smallest closed subset F of L for which P[X ζ F] = 1. An equivalent definition is: 
χ € L belongs to supp(X) if P[X € G] > 0 for all open G containing x. Now set 
χ«, : = inf s u p p ( r c o X ) , 
the "bot tam" of the support of Τ 0 0 Λ' (which need not belong to supp T^X). This x«, 
plays an important role in this section. Note that Xoo € / , as I is a complete sublattice 
of L (Lemma 3.4). 
L e m m a 5 .1 . If Χ is sup self-dec, then the self-decomposability factors Xt in (4.1A) 
can be taken such that P[Xt > Xoo] = 1· 
Proof. Let t > 0, X = T'X V Xt, Τ*Χ X Xt. Set Yt : = Xt V x«,. Then Τ*Χ Λ. Yu 
and TX V Yt = T'X V X, V χ » = T'X V Xt = X, since P^X > x«,] = 1. So Xt can 
be replaced by Y
u
 and Р[У« > χ«,] = 1. D 
The following lemma reveals part of the decomposition. Note that self-decomposability 
is not required. 
L e m m a 5.2. If X = T 0 0 X V Y for some independent random variables X, Y, then 
P l T - y < Xoo] = i-
Proof. Let t G sxippiT^X) and χ > t'. It suffices to prove that Р [ Т ° 0 У < χ] = 1. 
Note that РІТ^Х < χ] > 0, since | x is an open neighbourhood of i. For all у 3> x, 
Р[Т~У < y] > Ρ у [Т'У < y] = Вш Р[У < r-'y] = Вт p g S j J ^ 
_ Р[Х < Т- 'у] PjT^X < χ] 
_
 t - « Ρ [ Τ ~ λ - < y] - Ρ[Τ°°Λ- < у] ' 
It follows that 
píTcoX < д.] < ¡ n f ρ[
Τ
οογ < у ] . ρ [ Γ « χ <
 у
] = р ^ У < χ] • P f r ^ X < χ]. 
Dividing by the common factor yields P[T°°Y < x] > 1. D 
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Theorem 5.3. К X is sup self-dec, then there exists a sup self-dec random variable 
Xoo such that 
X = T^X V Χ » , X ±X00 (5.1) 
and Xa, € Dxoo wpl . The self-decomposability factors (cf. (4.1A)) of X and Xoo can 
be taken the same. 
This decomposition is very useful, since one factor is invariant, and the other one is 
concentrated on a single attraction domain. As invariant random variables are not 
interesting, it follows that in the further analysis we can confine ourselves without any 
harm to random variables with values in a single attraction domain. 
Proof. The decomposition (5.1) can be seen as the "limit statement" of (4.1A) as 
t —* oo. Indeed, Τ*Χ —» Τ0 0Λ" wpl by Lemma 2.3, and we will see that Xt —> Xoo for 
a suitable choice of Xt. To establish the latter, we will construct an array of sequences 
(inspired by an analogous construction in the additive theory by Jurek & Vervaat [1983]): 
г
( 0 ) v( 0) v W 
y ( l ) γ(1) y ( l ) 
y(n) y(n) „(η) 
-
Λ2-» » 2.2~η * 3 . 2 - η ' ' * ' ' 
having the following properties: 
Χ = Τ
(
Χν ХІ
п)
, Τ'Χ X Xt (5.2) 
for t 6 Ν · 2 - ' , η > Ζ (so X¡ are self-decomposability factors as in (4.1A)) and 
χΙΐ[±Τ*Χΐηϊ\/Χΐη) (5.3) 
for t,u e Ν · 2 - ' , η > I. Furthermore, the sequences t >-+ X £ '
n ,
 will be nondecreasing for 
every n. 
Step 0. Choose an auxiliary sequence of independent identically distributed (iid) ran­
dom variables γ}1*,Υ}2),Y}3) ,..., all satisfying X ¿ Γ 1 * V Y™ (so (у}к))
ке
ц is a 
sequence of independent copies of one choice for the self-decomposability factor Χι in 
(4.1A)). Set: 
X[0) := Y™ 
Χ^-^Τ'Υ^νχΜ for к > I. 
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The properties (5.2) and (5.3) are easily verified. 
S t e p 1. Choose iid random variables У ^ ) , Г р ) ) . . . , all satisfying X i TÌX V Y[k\ 
and set: 
γ( ι ) ._ ν* 1 * 
Χ^:=Τ*Υΐ*
+1)
νΧγ for*>l. 
S t e p n. Choose iid random variables YJH, Y^i,..., all satisfying X = Τ2" X V γ£\, 
and set: 
y(") ._ v ( 1 ) 
^ ( U i ) . « - : = Τ*·2-Υ2 (_\+ 1 ) V Х Й . . for Jfc > 1. 
Every sequence Jfjün, X^-m -^з^-«»··· c a n ^e extended to an increasing, right-
continuous process (X, ( n )) t e(o,oo), setting X ( ( ' , ) : = X(¿l-n if í € [Jfc · 2 - " , (Jfc + 1 ) · 2 - " ) for 
Jfc > 1 and Х\п) := 0 (the lattice bottom) if < € ( 0 , 2 - n ) . As the functions t >-+ Χ$η)(ω) 
are upper semicontinuous for every ω, the processes t •-» Jf | n ' can be considered as 
increasing random elements of the space US((0,oo),L). This space is compact Haus-
dorff (Theorem 8.5 in Gerritse [1985]), and its increasing elements constitute a closed 
subspace, so the probability distributions of the sequence (t i-+ Х\ι )neN B l e relatively 
compact in the space of all probability distributions on US((0, oo), L). As this space 
is metric and separable (Billingsley [1968], Appendix III), there is a convergent subse-
(cai 
quence; let t i-> X¡ be an (increasing) process with its limit distribution. As L itself 
is compact, this process converges to its supremum wpl , say X¡ —*: Χ,χ,. 
Π 
The self-decomposability of X^ for dyadic t follows from (5.3), putting η —• oo in 
the convergent subsequence and u —» oo: 
Xoo^FX^VX,. (5.4) 
For nondyadic f, let (¿η)ηεΝ be a dyadic sequence decreasing to t. Then Γ^Λ"«, —• 
Г'Лоо wpl by Lemma 2.3 and X¡ —» Xt wpl by monotonicity and right-continuity 
of the sample paths, so from (5.4) (with <„) the desired result (with t) follows. 
By letting η —• oo in the convergent subsequence in (5.2), it follows that X = 
T'X V Λ' (
( ο ο )
. FYom this, (5.1) is obtained by letting t -> oo. 
Finally, we show that ΛΌο e Dico wpl. On the one hand, T°0X00 < x«, wpl 
by Lemma 5.2. On the other hand, from Lemma 5.1 and Xf' —• A"«, it follows that 
Λ
-
«, can be taken such that X^ > ζ«, wpl, in other words, -Χ«, can be replaced by 
Xoo V Too- By Proposition 4.2, this does not harm the self-decomposability. D 
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The distribution of Xoo is not unique: in Example 5 in Section 4, three possibilities for 
Xt with t > 1 were given, and (the first) two of them can be taken for X«, in Theorem 
5.3. Yet in a special case, there is substantial uniqueness. 
Proposit ion 5.4. Let X be sup self-dec, and let X^, be as in (5.1). If P[X G Dioo] > 0, 
then the distribution of X^ is unique on Ixoo-
Proof. For χ > xoo, (5.1) implies that PpÉ«, < χ] = P[X < x]/P[T00X < x]; the 
denominator is nonzero due to the condition in the proposition. D 
Corollary 5.5. If X is sup self-dec, then the self-decomposability factors Xt in (4.1A) 
can be taken such that P[Xt € ö ioo] = 1· 
Proof. After Lemma 5.1, it remains to show that the Χ( can be taken such that 
T^Xt < x«,. In Theorem 5.3, we made Xt such that Xt < X^ wpl, so Γ
0 0
* , < 
T^Xoc = Xoo. 
§6. Propert ies of sup self-dec random variables 
In the preceding section, we gave an explicit characterization of sup self-dec random 
variables. Yet, it is not always easy to recognize whether a given random variable is 
sup self-dec or not. In this section, we derive some properties of sup self-dec random 
variables, that may be helpful in answering this question. In particular, Theorem 6.2(ii) 
is powerful, as will turn out in the sequel. 
For random variables X, define 
x-oo : = inf s u p p ( T - o c X ) , 
analogously to the définition of χ«, in the previous section. Of course, x-oo E /. This 
X-oo turns up frequently in this section. 
Lemma 6.1. Let X be sup self-dec, t > 0, and Χ( be a self-decomposability factor (as 
in (4.1A)). Then X, < x-oo wpl . 
Proof. Since L is second countable, it suffices to prove that Xt < г wpl for every 
i € s upp (T _ 0 0 X) , for which on its turn it suffices to prove that Xt < χ wpl for every 
χ S> ι. So let г £ supp(T _ 0 O .Y) and χ ^» i. Then ¿χ is an open neighbourhood 
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of », so 0 < PlT-^X < i ] < Pp-^X < x] = P[X < T°°x} by Proposition 3.8. 
Now from (4.1) it foUows that P[X < T 0 0 * ] = Р[Т*Х < Τ00!} • P[Xt < Τ00χ] = 
P[X < Τ00!] · P[Xt < Τ00!], whence Ρ[Χ, < T^x] = 1. So Ptf, < χ] = 1. D 
T h e o r e m θ.2. If X is sup self-dec, then 
(i) X < T^X V ι - « , wpl; 
(ii) X JÍ x-oo or X e / wpl . 
Proof, (i) In the proof of Theorem 5.3, Xt and X^ were selected such that ΛΊ —• X^. 
Then Aoo < x-oo wpl by Lemma 6.1. So X = T^X V X^ < T^X V x . « , wpl. 
(ii) Suppose Χ > ι . « , . Then T^A" > T 0 0 ^ - « , ) = i - « , as z . « , € ƒ. FVom (i) it 
foUows that X KT^X wpl , so X e / wpl. D 
This theorem has some interesting consequences. 
Corollary 6 .3 . If X is sup self-dec, then T'^X = T^X V x - « , wpl . 
Proof. By Theorem 6.2, T^X < Τ'^Τ^Χ V x - œ ) = T^X V χ-«,; the other 
inequality is trivial as well. D 
Corollary 6.4. If X is sup self-dec and (¿, j) 6 eupp(T°0X, T'^X), then j = x . « , Vi. 
Proof. The continuity of the mapping χ ι-> x - œ Vx (Th. III.2.3 in Gierz et al. [1980]) 
implies that the set {(x,y) 6 L χ L : y = x_oo V x} is closed. Intersection with the 
closed (Lemma 3.4) set ƒ χ ƒ yields closedness of the set {(i,j) € I x / : j = X-œ V »'}. 
The latter set contains (T00X, T~°°X) wpl by Corollîiry 6.3, so by definition of support 
it contains s\ipp(T0°X,T~°0X), which proves the corollary. D 
These results drastically reduce the possibilities for supp(A') for sup self-dec X. In the 
2 
following picture, L is the grid of R -copies (Example 5 in Sections 1 and 2). The picture 
shows the largest possible set where X can take values with positive probability, once 
x-oo is known. 
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In addition to the remarks made in Example 5 in Section 2, we observe that the be-
haviour of T* in compartment (6,1) (in the picture) detennines its behaviour in all of 
supp(X). For example, let ж be an element of the intersection of the compartments 
(6,2) and (6,3), so χ can be denoted χ = (6,2, «, oo). Set t : = (6,2, —oo, oo) and 
у : = (6,1, u, 7). Then χ = t V y, so Γ*ι = ΤΗ V T'y = t V T'y. 
Theorem 6.2(ii) states that above χ-ooi X has probability mass only in invariant points. 
Indeed, X can have such probability mass: if it does not, we can simply add some 
probability mass in whatever paxt of / Π "[z-oo, and X remains sup self-dec. This is the 
content of the following proposition. 
Proposit ion 6.5. Let X be sup self-dec, and У e / П ^х-оо wpl . Let 0 < ρ < 1, and 
set 
. - \ X W P P 
' \ y wp 1 - P· 
Then Ζ is sup self-dec. 
Proof. We will show that for every χ £ L: 
P[Z <x] = p\rxz < x\ • P\Xt < x], 
where Χχ is a sup self-decomposability factor of X as in (4.1 A). 
(6.1) 
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If x t х - « , then P[Y <x) = Ρ\Τ*Υ < χ] = 0, so (6.1) reduces to 
ρ • P[X < x] = ρ • Ρ[Τ*Χ < χ] • P[Xt < χ], 
which is obviously true. 
If ι > ar-« , then P[Xt < x] = 1 by Lemma 6.1, so P[X < x] = Р[Т*Х < χ] by (4.1). 
Thus the right-hand side of (6.1) becomes 
PIT*Ζ < χ] = ρ · Р[Т1Х < χ] + (1 - ρ) · Ρ[Τ*Υ < χ] = 
= ρ · Ρ[Χ < χ] + (1 - ρ ) • Ρ[Υ < χ] = Ρ[Ζ < χ] 
(note that Τ*Υ = У). D 
Looking back at Theorem 6.2, one might even expect that X < x - œ or X € / wpl . 
This is not true, as shows the following example. 
Example . L = R , T 'x = χ — t · 1. Let Y be any sup self-dec random variable 
concentrated on R χ {oo} (so essentially, Y is sup self-dec in R), and let Ζ be the point 
(oo, —oo). Let 
\Z w p l . 
Then X can be checked to be sup self-dec (with the self-decomposability factor Xf 
essentially equal to the self-decomposability factor У« of Y, however, concentrated on 
R χ {— oo} rather than И χ {oo}; in fact, Yt can be taken concentrated on R χ {—oo} 
as well). Indeed, P[X < T^X V χ . « , } = 1, but P[X < x . « , or X € I] = £. 
2 
In this example, we obtained a sup self-dec random variable X in R by mixing two 
sup self-dec random variables Y and Ζ with different attraction domains. This mixing 
construction does not always yield a sup self-dec random variable X: e.g., when in the 
above example Ζ is (— oo, —oo) instead of (oo, — oo), then it is easily seen (by Theorem 
6.2(ii)) that X is not sup self-dec. However, when, as in the example, Y and Ζ are 
concentrated on [—00,00) x {00} and {00} χ [—οο,οο), respectively, then it can be 
2 
shown that the mixing of Y and Ζ yields a sup self-dec random variable X in R , 
whatever the distributions of Y and Ζ are. In the proof, F (
x
 can be obtained as follows: 
Р*(хі,хг) : = - ^ ( х ъ 0 0 ) · Р?(00,Х2)· It is essential here that the supports of Y and 
Ζ are incomparable, i.e., if y 6 8ирр(У) and ζ £ supp(Z), then neither y < ζ nor y > ζ 
(except for y = ζ = (oo, 00), but both Y and Ζ take this value wp 0 ). Inspired by this, 
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one might hope that this mixing construction can be generalized to any L. This is not 
true, as the following example shows. 
Example. L = 175((0,8),R), Т'х(и) = x(u) - *. Let Y(u) : = 0 if u < 2 or и > 6, 
y(t i ) := oo if 2 < и < 6 (so У is a degenerate random variable in L, hence sup self-dec). 
For α € (0,4), define ƒ„ € L by /e(u) := oo if u < α or u > a + 4 , /«(ti) : = —oo if 
a < u < a + 4 . Let W be uniformly distributed over (0,4), and set Ζ := fw- Then Ζ is 
invariant, hence sup self-dec. Finally, set 
x = i Y ^ » 
{Ζ w p i 
Indeed, зирр(У) and supp(Z) are incomparable: if у € supp(y) and г 6 supp(Z), then 
у ^ ζ since y(3) = y(5) = oo while z(3) = —oo or z(5) — —oo, and y JÍ ζ since y( l) = 0 
and y(7) = 0 while z ( l ) = oo or z(7) = oo. Now ж-а, < inf supp(Z) = inf ƒ„ = 0, 
«€(0,4) 
the lattice bottom, so by Theorem 6.2(ii), X is not sup self-dec, since P[X £ Г\ < 1. 
We conclude with some remarks on the support of T^X. In the following lemma, X 
need not be sup self-dec. 
Lemma 6.6. If t € / and P[X < i] = 0, then s u p p ( r o o X ) Π li = 0 . 
Proof. As li is an open subset of I, it suffices to show that Pft^X G li] = 0. Suppose 
: » T^X. As T^X is the infimum of the filtered collection {Τ*Χ : t > 0}, there is a 
t > 0 such that Γ'Λ" < i, so X < i. Hence Pp^X e ¡i] < P[X < i] = 0. D 
The result of this lemma may look trivial. However, it is not always true that 
supp(T00A') Π j i = 0 if P[X < i] = 0, which may look equally trivial. In fact, very 
little can be said about this set. Some sup self-dec examples illustrate this: 
1. X = 1, ι = 0. Then supp(r ° °X) Π jt' = 0 . 
2. If i € supp(T'x ,A'), then s u p p ^ 0 0 ^ ) П [i D {t}, where the inequality can be proper 
or not. Both cases occur in Example 4 in Section 4. 
3. L = R , Τ*χ = χ — t · 1 . Let X take all its values in R2 (for example, on the diagonal, 
so essentially taking its values in R). Let * : = (—00,00). Then P[X < t] = 0, and 
suppiT^A") Π li = {(-00, -00)}. 
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§7. Equality and convergence in distribution 
In this section, we collect some results which will be used in the sequel. 
Proposition 7.1. Let X and Y be X-valued random variables. If X < Y wpl and 
X = Y, then X = Y wpl. 
Proof. If χ JÍ y, then by Proposition 6.1(d) in Gerritse [1985] there is a ζ » ar with 
ζ J* y. So 
[χ г γ) = U к » * . г ζ γ\ = U ι*б ^ - γ е (wc]· 
г€£ tei-
Since the topology on X has a countable base, we may thin out this union of open sets 
to a countable one; it remains to prove that P\X € ¿z, Y 6 ( |г) с] = 0 for every ζ 6 L. 
Now 
P[z > Y\ = P[* » X) = P[* » Χ, ζ t Y\ + Ρ[* » Χ, г > У] 
> Р[г > Χ, ζ J* Г] + Р[г » У], 
so Р[г > А", г £ Г] = 0. D 
We continue by some results taken from Billingsley [1968]. A sequence J f i , ^ , . . . of 
X-valued random variables converges in diitribvtion to a random variable X, denoted 
X
n
 —* X, iff 
lim sup P[A"
n
 e P] < Pt-X" e F] (7.1) 
for all closed F С X, iff 
for all open G С X, iff 
hm inf P[X
n
 6 G] > P[X e G] (7.2) 
η 
!
limsupP[X
n
 < χ] < P[X < χ] 
(7.3) 
Hin inf P[X
n
 < χ] > P[X < χ] 
for all χ ε X. To present another tractable criterion, Norberg [1986] defines a set А С X 
to be separating if for all χ » у there is а г £ A with χ > ζ > у (or, equivalently, if 
χ = inf Α Π ta; for all χ e X). He shows that X
n
 —» X iff there is a separating А С X 
such that 
P[X
n
 < x] -» P[X < x] (7.4) 
for all χ € A. 
We start with some preparations. 
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Lemma 7.2. Let x
n
 —» χ in L, and let ( α
η
) be a sequence of reals. 
(i) If α„ -» 0, then Тл'х
п
 -> χ. 
(iï) Conversely, suppose χ $ I. If Γ α " χ
η
 —• χ, then α
η
 —» 0. 
Proof, (i) Lemma 2.3. 
(ii) Since the sequence ( a
n
) is relatively compact in R, it suffices to show that a
n
 —» 0 
in case a
n
 converges to some a e R. 
(a) Suppose a > 0. Let 0 < b < a. Then a
n
 > b for large n, whence T'-x,, < T ' x „ . As 
the right-hand side converges to T 'x (Lemma 2.3), it follows that χ < Τ ' χ , so χ G I, a 
contradiction. 
(b) If a < 0, apply (a) to 6
n
 := - a „ , y
n
 : = T a - x
n
. D 
The next lemma is the probabilistic version. 
Lemma 7 .3. Let X
n
 —* X in L, and let ( a
n
) be a sequence of reals. 
(i) If a
n
 -> 0, then Ta»X
n
 Λ X. 
(ii) Conversely, suppose P[X € I] < 1. If T e - Xn - i Jf, then a„ - • 0. 
Proof, (i) As L is separable, the representation theorem of Skorohod-Dudley (Dudley 
[1968]) applies: there are random variables X'n,X' with X'n = Xn, X' =X, and X'n —* 
X' wpl . By Lemma 2.3, Ta»X'n -v X' wpl . Hence Τ β-Α"; Λ X', so Τ 0 » * « - i Χ . 
(ii) We will prove that every subsequence of ( a
n
) has a subsubsequence that converges to 
0. Since L is compact, (X
n
, T " " X
n
) is relatively compact for convergence in distribution 
in L χ L, so each of its subsequences has a subsubsequence (Χ„ι, T"»' X„» ) that converges 
in distribution, say 
(х
п
.,т*-'х
п
,)±(х',Г), 
where X' = Y' — X. By Theorem 4.1 in Dudley [1985] we can find random variables 
Z„, Z, W on one probability space Ω such that 
Z
n
, ¿ Xn, in L (so (Zn,,T^Zn,) Â (Xn,,Ta"'Xn.) in I χ L), 
(Z,W) = (X',Y')inLxL, 
(Ζ
η
·,Τ
α
"'Ζ
η
.) -» (Ζ, W) wpl in L χ L. 
As R is compact, (a„<) has a convergent subsequence, say a
n
» —» a for some a € R. 
If a > 0, then Τ α ""Ζ
η
/ι < Ζ
η
ιι eventually, so W < Ζ wpl, since the order is closed 
in L χ L (Theorem 6.6 in Gerritse [1985]). Since W = Y' = X' = Z, it follows by 
Proposition 7.1 that W = Ζ wpl. Select an ω Ε Ω such that \ (ш) = Ζ(ω) $ I 
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and (Zn . (w),T e»'Z„'(ü;)) -> (Ζ(ω),Ζ(ω)). It follows by Lemma 7.2 that α = 0, a 
contradiction. Similarly we can exclude a < 0 in R. So α = 0. 
D 
§8. Concavi ty and continuity 
In this section, we present a result on continuity and right-differentiability of the function 
11-» log.F(T - < : r ) , which will be used several times in the sequel. As problems can arise 
on the boundary of [F > 0], we need a notion of interior, which is not the topological 
interior: 
i n t T A : = {x e A : Τ*χ e A for some t > 0} 
for AC L. 
Lemma 8.1. Let F be sup self-dec, and F(x) > 0. Set φ(ί) := l o g F ( T " ' x ) for t > 0. 
Then the following hold. 
(i) The function φ is concave and continuous on [0, oo), and absolutely continuous and 
right-differentiable with finite derivative on (0,oo). 
(ii) If in addition χ € i n t 7 ^ > 0], then all of (i) extends to [0, oo). 
Proof, (i) For every t > 0, Ft is a distribution function, thus nondecreasing, and so is 
the function s »-> Ft(T~'x). Hence the function s ι-» ip(s+t) — <p(s) is nonincreasing for 
every ί > 0, so by a straightforward proof, using the upper continuity of F, it follows 
that φ is concave on (0, oo). By Roberts & Varberg [1973] it follows that φ is absolutely 
continuous and right-differentiable with finite derivative on (0, oo). The concavity and 
continuity of φ extend to [0, oo), since φ is right-continuous. 
(ii) Choose а > 0 such that F(T'x) > 0. Apply (i) to T'x instead of χ to obtain that 
the results of (i) extend to (—з, oo). D 
§9. Sup self-dec distributions as limit laws 
In this section, we generalize Section 4 of Gerritsc [1986], where sup self-dec distribu­
tions in R are characterized as limiting distributions of normalized partial maxima of 
independent random variables. Pancheva [1990] rediscovered these results, in a slightly 
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different setting. Hüsler [1989] extended our results within R by allowing more nor-
malizations. 
Throughout this section, we confine ourselves to random variables X concentrated on 
one attraction domain. Here is the first main theorem. 
Theorem 9 .1 . Let X be a random variable, i £ I and P\X € Ut] = 1. Then X 
is sup self-dec iff there are independent random variables Χχ,Χϊ,... and constants 
αϊ, а г , . . . > 0, such that 
» 
Т
а
»М
п
^Х (M
n
:=\/Xk) (9.1) 
t = i 
and 
(i) lim a
n
 = oo, (ii) l imsup(a„ + i — a n ) = 0 (9.2) 
n—oo n-.oo 
(in which case a„ can be taken such that: (ii)' lim (α
η
+ι — α
η
) = 0). 
η—*οο 
Proof. Let F be the distribution function of X. 
" = > · " For every t > 0, there is a distribution function Ft satisfying (4.1B). For every 
к Ç Ν, define a distribution function Φ* by 
**(*):= .Fi
o g i ii(Tb«< t + 1M· 
Now let Χι,X2,... be independent random variables with respective distribution func­
tions Ф ь Ф г , . . . . Define M„ : = V Xk· We will prove that Τ 1 ο β( η + 1 >Μ
Ι
, Λ X. As 
k=l 
X,Xi,X2, • • • take their values in ft (Lemma 5.1), and | i is a separating subset of fi, it 
suffices to show that G„(x) —» ^ ( x ) as η —У OO for all a; 3> t, where G
n
 is the distribution 
function of T l o«<n + 1>M,,. Now 
G„(x) = Ρ =
 П
ф
* ( т " , о в ( п + і ) а г ) 
i = l 
γ
 Tlog(n+l)Xk < χ 
Lt=i 
=n^g^(T- , og î f f ï)· 
If F(x) = 0, then F l o g »±1 (1) = 0 by Lemma 4.4, so G„(x) = 0. 
If F{x) > 0, then Ft(y) > 0 for all ί > 0, y > ι, so in particular all factors in the above 
product do not vanish. Using (4.IB), we find 
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as η —» oo by Proposition 4.3. This proves (9.1); (9.2) is obviotis. 
" • ^ ^ We may assume that P[X = i] < 1. iYom (9.2) we can prove the existence 
of a subsequence a
m i , a m , , . . . of a^aj , . . . , such that an — a m i t —> t, mn —» oo and 
η — m
n
 —» oo as η —» oo. Consider the following decomposition: 
η 
Ta"M
n
 = Γ
β
--
β
"- (Τ·—Af
m
 J V \/ T e"A' t. 
For convenience, set 
Z
n
:=Ta»-a-(T"*»M
mn
) 
and 
η 
Y
n
 := V Ta"Xk. 
Then we have: T e " M
n
 = Z
n
 V Y
n
, Z
n
 ± У
п
, and Z
n
 - i T 'X (by Lemma 7.3). From 
this we will deduce: 
l i m n S u p P [ r n < * ] < - Ä ^ L (9.3) 
and 
l i m i n f P y . C , ] » ^ / ^ (9.4) 
(in case of non-vanishing denominators). 
For (9.3), let г » x. Then we have the following sequence of inequalities (where the 
non-trivial steps follow from (7.1) and (7.2)): 
P[X <z}> l imsupP[r e "M„ < z] = 
η 
= limsupiPfKn < ζ) • P[Z
n
 < ζ]) 
η 
> l imsupP[y
n
 < ζ] • liminf Ρ[Ζ„ < ζ] 
η " 
> lim sup Ρ [У
п
 < χ] • liminf Ρ [Ζ„ < ζ] 
η
 η 
> l imsupP[y
n
 < χ] • Ρ[Τ'Χ < ζ] 
η 
> l imsupP[y„ < χ] · Ρ[Τ*Χ < χ], 
Π 
which proves (9.3), as Ρ[Χ < χ] = Д Ρ[Χ < ζ]. 
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For (9.4), let y <C x· A similar sequence of inequalities holds: 
P[X « y] < Hminf P[Ta-M
n
 < y] 
η 
< h m i n f ( P [ y „ < y ] . P [ Z I , < y ] ) 
η 
< liminf P[Y
n
 < y] · l i m s u p P [ Z
n
 < y] 
" η 
< liminf P[Y
n
 < x] • lim sup P[Z
n
 < y] 
" η 
< liminf P[Y
n
 < x] • Ρ[Τ*Χ < y] 
η 
< Hminf P[Y
n
 < χ] · Ρ[Τ*Χ < χ], 
η 
which proves (9.4), as Ρ[Χ < χ] = sup Ρ[Χ < y] by Proposition 4.1 in Norberg [1986]. 
Combining (9.3) and (9.4), we find: 
Ä ^ L < liminf Р[Г„ < x] < І і ш ^ р Р ^ « χ] < ^ Щ - (9.5) 
Set В := {χ e [F > 0] Π fi : P[X < χ] = P[X < χ]}. From a slight modification of 
Lemma 5.3 in Norberg [1986], it follows that В is separating. Now for all χ Ε В , the 
right-hand side of (9.5) does not exceed the left-hand side, so we conclude that 
Р[Т*Х <x] = Pp'X < x] (9.6) 
and 
як. s i-· p[Xi'] 
Р[Т*Х < χ] 
as η —> oo for all χ € В. Now {У
п
 : η Ε Ν}, being a sequence of random variables 
in a compact space, has a convergent subsequence, and as the function χ »-»· P[X < χ] 
/Ρ[Τ*Χ < χ] is upper continuous, it follows from Proposition 5.4 in Norberg [1986] that 
this function is the limiting distribution fimction of this convergent subsequence. Hence 
X is sup self-dec. D 
Equation (9.6) yields the following side-result. 
C o r o l l a r y 9.2. Let X be sup self-dec with distribution function F, i E / and P[X E Di] 
= 1. If χ E [F > 0] Π fi is a continuity point of F (i.e., P[X « x] = P[X < x]), then 
so is Τ~*χ for every t > 0. 
Replacing conditions (9.2), we obtain another characterization. 
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Theorema Θ.3. Let X be a random variable with distribution function F, let t € J and 
P[X € Di] = 1. Then X is sup self-dec iff there are independent Di-valued random 
variables Χι,Χ?,... and constants αχ,аг,... > 0 such that 
η 
r-M
n
-iX (М„:=\/*0 
and 
η 
Д PfT'-Xt < x] -> 1 (9.7) 
as r» - » o o for all χ G [F > 0] П ît'. 
A sequence Χχ, Xj,. . . for which there exists a sequence αχ, аг,... such that the above 
holds, is called uniformly asymptotically negligible (turn). 
Proof. " = > · " Take Х
к
 and ak : = log(Jb + 1 ) as in Theorem 9.1 " = • " , and fix χ € [F > 
0] Π î t . We will prove (9.7). As 
Â lo (n+i) Λ F ( T l o e ( * + 1 ) - l o 8 ( n + 1 ) x ) 
Д р [ Г 0 8 п Xk<x]= fr pfTlogt-login+l)-^ ' 
proving (9.7) amounts to proving that 
l o g F ( r l o g ( * + 1 ) ~ l o g ( n + 1 ) x ) - l o g F ( T l o e * - l o g ( n + 1 ) x ) 
vanishes uniformly in к = 1,. . . , η as η —» oo. 
Let e > 0. By Proposition 4.3, lim logi ¡1(T_'x) = 0. Choose α > 1 such that 
logFiT-bt'x) > -
e
. Then \logF(Tlo^k+^-lo^n+1)x)-logF(Tlo4k-lo^n+lh)\ < ε 
for all к with ï + f > a. 
For к with т^і < a, we use Lemma 8.1 to conclude that the function φ : t t-t 
l o g F ( T _ ' x ) is continuous, hence uniformly continuous, on [0, log 2a]. Consequently, in 
order to show that 
/ι n + 1 \ η n + 1 \ v(log ^¡τγ) - V(bg —¿—) 
vanishes uniformly in ifc, for ¡fc < η with j^j < a, as η —» oo, we need only show that 
this holds for the arguments: 
. n + l , n + l 
l o sJfcTT" l o g"T- = log(l + І ) < log(l + — ^ ) A: η + l — a 
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as η —» oo. 
"·Φ=" Of course, we may assume that X is nonconstant. We prove (9.2). 
(9.2(i)) Suppose liminf a„ = : о € [0, oo). Take a subsequence amn —» a. Let χ € 
[F > 0] Π ft. Fix it e N for the moment. By Lemma 7.3, T " " · » ^ Л T'Xk, so 
P[TaXk <x]> lim sup P p " · ' - - * * < x] = 1 by (7.3) and (9.7). Hence, P[TaMn < x] 
П 
= 1 for all n. Again by Lemma 7.3, TaM
mn
 = Γ
0 - 0
" - Γ
β
— M
m n
 -iA", so P(x) = 
[^•X" < x] > l i m s u p P [ T 0 M
m n
 < x] = 1 by (7.3). By upper continuity of F, it follows 
that F(x) = 1 for all χ e [F > 0] П ft. Set ζ := inf[Ρ = 1]. As P(x V у) + F(x Л у) > 
P(x) + F(y) ((4.2)), [Ρ = 1] is a filter; hence F(z) = 1, so Ρ = 1
Τ ϊ
, which means that 
X — ζ wpl, a contradiction. 
(9.2(ii)) First we prove that Te"+ lAf„ 4 X, using (7.3). Since Af„ and X are 
•fi'-valued, we may restrict ourselves to χ > ». Of course, 
Uminf Ρ [ Γ β " + 1 Μ
η
 < χ] > liminf Ρ [ Γ 0 " + 1 Μ 0 + ι < χ] > P[X < χ] , 
η η 
by (7.3). On the other hand, to prove that 
l imsupPtT^+'Mn < x] < P[X < x], 
η 
it suffices that 
H m s u p P l T ' ^ M n ^ x ] < Р [ Л " < г ] (9.8) 
η 
for all г » χ (by Proposition 4.1 in Norberg [1986]). 
So let ζ > χ. Then 
Ρ [ Γ β » + · Μ
η
 < χ, Τ^+'Μ,,-π £ ζ] = Ρ[Τ β "+ ι Μ„ < χ, Ta'^X
n+i £ ζ] 
= Ρ[Τα"^Μ
η
 < χ] · Ρ[Τα"+ιΧ
η+ι ¿ζ}^0 
as η —• oo by (9.7). Hence 
l imsupP[r o " + 1 M„ < χ] < l i m s u p P [ T e " + l M
n + 1 < г] < Р[Х < г], 
η η 
by (7.3), which proves (9.8). So Γ α "+ ι Μ„ -i X, or, equivalently, 
Γ
β
" + , - α " ( Γ 0 - Μ „ ) - ^ Α ' . 
As abo Γ β η Μ „ —* X, it follows from Lemma 7.3 that l im(a
n + i — a n ) = 0. D 
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§10. Sup infinitely divisible distributions 
This section generalizes Section 5 of Geiritse [1986], where R -valued sup infinitely 
divisible (sup inf div) random variables are studied. The definition extends easily to L 
(Norberg [1986]): an L-valued random variable X is called sup inf div if for all η € N 
there are independent, identically distributed (iid) random variables ΛΊ,-Χ^,... ,Χη, 
such that X = \l Xt¡. Equivalently, a distribution function F is sup inf div if F 1 ' " is 
a distribution function for all η £ N. The following proposition is a slight modification 
of Theorem 6.8 in Norberg [1986]. 
Propos i t ion 10.1. Let t € I, let X be a Di-valued random variable with distribution 
function F, and let (Χ)? )t<n be a triangular array of .Di'-valued random variables, 
such that Xy , J Q n , . . . , Xn are independent for every n. Suppose V ЛГ^  —» X as 
η —* oo, and 
η 
Д Р [ ^ п ) < χ) - 1 (10.1) 
as η —» oo for every χ € [F > 0] Π ft. Then X is sup inf div. 
This proposition enables us to prove the following theorem. 
T h e o r e m 10.2. Let i 6 /, and let X be a sup self-dec .Di-valued random variable. 
Then X and all its decomposability factors X< (cf. (4.1A)) are sup inf div. 
Proof. In the proof of Theorem 9.1, we constructed Di'-valued random variables 
Χι, X2, • • · such that 
η 
V τ1ο«<η+1>Χ* -i Χ. 
By Proposition 10.1, it follows that X is sup inf div, as condition (10.1) is fulfilled by 
Theorem 9.3. 
Now fix t > 0. In order to prove the sup infinite divisibility of Xt, we choose for 
each η g N an m
n
 £ N such that log η — l o g m
n
 —* t, m
n
 —* 00 and η — m
n
 —• 00 as 
η —• oo. We make a similar splitting as in Theorem 9.1: 
W
 Tlos(n+l)Xk = j l o g ^ r Í W Tl0i(mn + l)Xk \ у W j j o g i n + l ) ^ 
t=l \k=l I *=m
n
+l 
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Set В : = {χ 6 [F > 0] Π Í¿ : Р[Х < χ] = Р[Х < χ]} (where F ie the distribution 
function of X). Then В is separating (by a slight modification of Lemma 5.3 in Norberg 
[1986], that we used before), and for all г £ В: 
F(x) = Um [Ррч^&і V Γ1ο«(·»-+1)χ4) < χ ] . 
\ 4=1 
•Ρ[ \ / Γ 1 ο β ( η + 1 ) Χ 4 < χ ] ] 
Jt=m-+1 / 
(10.2) 
k=m„+l 
as η —» οο. Now 
( Γ1ο8(""·+1)Λ·4 ] 
by Lemma 7.3, and every χ £ В is a continuity point of Т*Х by Corollary 9.2, so the 
first factor of (10.2) converges to F ( T ~ f x ) . Hence for all χ e В 
ВД = -JM-, = «πι Р[ V І*"ІЯ+1)Хь < »I. 
Г[1 X) fi-»oo ' 
V Tl°*(n+1)xk Λ x t 
lr=m„+l 
by (7.4). Again Proposition 10.1 applies, as (10.1) was proved in Theorem 9.3. С 
The statement in this theorem does not hold when X is not concentrated on some Di 
2 
For a counterexample in the context of L = R , see Gerritse [1986]. 
§11. Sup self-dec random variables as functions of Poisson p r o c e s s e s 
This section generalizes Section 6 in Gerritse [1986], but the proof of the main theorem 
is much more efficient, even for the particular case L = R . 
Poisson processes Π are defined in Kallenberg [1986]; we mention some facts. Let E be 
a locally compact space with countable base, and let ρ be a Radon measure on B(E) 
(i.e. finite on compact sets). A Poisson process Π on £ with intensity measure ρ is a 
random measure on B(E) with values in NU {oo} such that the random variables ЩА) 
are independent for disjoint A € B{E), ала each single П(Л) has a Poisson distribution 
Q7 
with mean p(A). By the latter we mean the degenerate distribution at 0 if p(A) = 0, 
and at oo if p(A) = oo. A Poisson procees is simple, i.e., sup Π({ζ}) < 1 wpl, iff ρ is 
zeE 
diffuse, which will be the case in this chapter. By abuse of notation we write also Π for 
the support of Π, so Π represents both a random set in E and a random measure on 
B(E). 
In our main theorem (Theorem 11.2), we represent sup self-dec random variables as 
functionals of planar Poisson processes. The representation is unique in distribution. 
Due to our decomposition result Theorem 5.3, we can restrict ourselves to random 
variables with values in one single attraction domain (Theorem 11.1). A technical 
complication is that the value of the functional may escape from the attraction domain, 
when starting with such a representation. Lemma 11.3 characterizes the situations in 
which this occurs, in terms of the intensity measure of the Poisson process. 
By "Leb" we denote Lebesgue measure on (0, oo). 
T h e o r e m 11.1. Let / E L, let μ be a Radon measure on î \ { / } , let ρ := Leb χ μ be the 
product measure on (0, oo) χ î / \ { f } , and let Π,, be a Poisson process on (0, oo) χ î / \{ /} 
with intensity measure p. Then the f/-valued random variable 
Л-:=/ {Т'х:(<,а:)еП
р
} (11.1) 
is sup self-dec in L. Conversely, let X be sup self-dec with values in a single attraction 
domain Di. Let F be its distribution function, and let 
/ := inf [F > 0]. (11.2) 
Then X can be represented in distribution as in (11.1) for some unique μ. 
Proof. " = > - " Fix О 0 and set 
Xt:=lv\J{T*x:(u,x)enp}. (11.3) 
«<< 
Then 
X = Xtw\/{Tux:(u,x)enp} = 
= xtvтЧ у{Tux:(u,x)eiip} 
u>« 
= л-( т'(/ \/{Т*х:(л-И,*)еП„}) =Xt VT'A; 
ί > 0 
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where the latter equality is due to the translation invariance of Lebesgue measure on 
(Ο,οο). 
"•$=" Let F be the distribution function of X. By Lemma 8.1, the following definition 
makes sense: 
-c ад.= / е х Р - Т Г 1 о 8 * ' ( Т " ' х ) 1 « = ° i f * e m t T [ F > 0 ] 10 if F(x) = 0, 
and F is extended in an upper continuous way to the remaining x. Note that for 
χ 6 int T [F > 0], 
logF(x)-logF(T- t x)> 
-(,)
 =
 exp^ · lim bgnxj-logn^ ^ )
 = 
where F ( is as in (4.1B). 
u/t 
By Theorem 10.2, every Ft is sup inf div, so every F ( ' is a distribution function, 
so every F " , being the pointwise limit of a sequence of distribution functions on the 
compact space L, is a distribution function, so F is a sup inf div distribution function. 
By Theorem 6.2 in Norberg [1986], there exist an l G L and a Radon measure μ on 
ТЛШ (so 
μ(ν\1ν) < oo (11.4) 
for all y » /), such that 
MT/\ly) = -logF(y) (11.5) 
for all y >• /, and 
V = f]{ay)e:P{X<y] = 0}. 
ν 
We prove (11.2). If F(x) > 0, then P[X < y] > 0 for all y > χ, so χ g iy for all 
y € L with P[X < y] = 0, so χ > /. Hence / < inf [F > 0]. Conversely, if χ > /, then 
F(x) > 0 by (11.4) and (11.5), so F(x) > 0. Thus |/ С [F > 0], whence / > inf [F > 0]. 
Now set ρ := Leb χ μ, and define 
Л " : = / \/{Т < х:(<,х)еП / ) } . 
oo 
We will prove that X =X', by showing that their distribution functions agree. 
oo 
First, if χ £ /, then on the one hand Ρχι(χ) = 0, and on the other hand F(x) = 0 
by (11.2). So we may restrict ourselves to f/, and by upper continuity to f'· As \l = 
f/n[F > 0] and by upper continuity, we may even assume that χ € | / Π int [F > 0]. Set 
φ(ί) := logFÍT-'x) for t > 0, and let η e N. By Lemma 8.1, φ(η)-ψ(0) = ƒ„" φ'+^άί, 
where φ', denotes the right-derivative of φ. Since lim ψ{η) = 0 (Proposition 4.3, note 
that χ » / > t), it follows that <¿>(0) = — ƒ„ ip'+{t)dt, or, equivalently, l o g ^ x ) = 
/0oologF(T-<x)íií. By (11.5), it follows that 
logF(x) = - Γ μ(}ΐ\ιτ-*χ)<α 
Jo 
= logP[n p ({ ( í ,y ) :T , y^x}) = 0] 
= 1о6Р[ ( і , у ) е П р : Т ' у < х ] 
= logP[A-'<x] = logFx,(x). 
Finally we prove the uniqueness of μ, by re-showing that 
μ(ν\1*) = -logUmtíKx))1/' (11.6) 
for all ι » /, directly from (11.1) (so without making use of the explicit derivation of 
μ). Set 
Yt:=lv\J{x:(t,x)enp}. 
Then T'Yt <Xt<Yt (where Xt is as in (11.3)), so from 
-log P[Yt <x} = -logP[n,((0,i] χ (V\lx)) = 0] 
= p((0,t}x(il\lx)) = t.ß(V\lx) 
it follows that 
t • / i ( î /UT- 'x) < - log Ft(x) < t • / i(î / \ ix). 
FVom this, (11.6) follows by dividing by t and noting that both outer members are finite, 
μ being Radon. D 
Remark. In the converse part of Theorem 11.1, the choice of I as made in (11.2) is 
not always unique. For example, when / ^  i and μ is finite, then / can be replaced by 
a smaller element /' of Di, while μ is extended, assigning mass zero to the additional 
domain T/'\17. However, when μ is infinite, then this replacement is not possible: if 
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¡' < 1 and /' ^ f, then by Proposition 6.1 in Gerritee [1985] there is an ζ > /' with 
χ £ /. Then f/ С TÍ'V-L1» 8° йСТ'Ч!1) ^ MT') = ^50' whence μ is not a Radon measure 
on T/'\{/'}. 
The general result now is an easy corollary. 
Theorem 11.2. Let X be sup self-dec, and let Λ-» be as in (5.1). Let Ρ^ be the 
distribution function of Xoo, and set /„, := inft.FOo > 0]. Then there exists a unique 
Radon measure μ on T'oo\{'oo}> such that 
X = T^X V i« V \/{T'z : («,*) e π , } , 
where ρ := Leb χ μ and П^ is a Poisson process on (Ο,οο) x Т/оо\{'оо} with intensity 
measure p. 
As announced before, we look for conditions for an X like in (11.1) to belong to Di. If 
μ(ϋίγ > 0, no hope is left, since 
P[X 6 Di] < P[V(í,a:) € Π, : Τ*χ e Di] = 
= P[V(í,x) e Π, : χ e Di] = P[np(R χ (I>t)c) = 0] = 
= exp -p(R x (Di)e) = exp((-oo) · μ(Οί)':) = 0 
if μ(ΰίγ > 0. So we restrict ourselves to the case μ(Ζ)ί)(: = 0. For this case, the 
following lemma gives a dichotomy. 
Lemma 11.3. Let Χ be as in (11.1), and suppose /i(.Di)c = 0. Then the following 
hold: 
(i) Η J",,00 μ(1Τ-«ν)0Λ = oo for all y € Di, then РрГ e Di] = 0. 
(ii) If ƒ " μ(ίΤ-*
ν
Υ(ίί < oo for some y e Di, then P[X e Di] = 1. 
Proof. 
(i) As f0 μ(|,Τ~'ΐ/)0(ί< = p{{t,x) : Τ*χ ^ y}, it follows that the latter equals oo for all 
y G Di, whence Ρ[Πρ{(ί, χ) : Γ'χ ^ у} < oo] = 0 for all у € Di. Now 
[X e Di] = (J {np{(t,x) : Γ'χ ¿ у} < oo] 
(for the uDn-part, fix у and note that X < у V\Jk г* for some finite collection of zjt 6 D¡, 
which implies that T^X < i). As this union can be thinned out to a countable union, 
it follows that P[X e Di] = 0. 
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(ü) Pick y e Di such that Jl00 / І Ц Т - ^ А І < oo. Then lim f.00 ^( |Г- ш у) е <іи = О, 
t—»αο 
whence 
hm / Аі(ІГ-'-' ) еЛ = 0. (11.7) 
Now 
Р[л- e Di] = P I T 0 0 * = t] = P[ Д T'A- = t] > 
«>о 
> Ρ Μ[Γ'Χ < y] = lim P I T ' * < y] = 
t>0 
= hm Р[П
р
{(з,х) : Г ' Г ' х ^ y} = 0] 
= lim exp—pUâyX) : χ ^ Г~*_*у} 
= exp - lim Γ μ ( | Τ — ' y ) c d y = 1 
t
-'°
0Jo 
by (11.7). D 
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S U P R E M U M - Z E L F O N T B I N D B A A R H E I D 
Samenvatt ing 
Dit proefschrift handelt over Bupremum-zelfontbindbaarheid. Het bestaat uit drie ge-
deelten, in de vorm van afzonderlijke artikelen. In het eerste artikel nemen stochasten 
hun waarden aan in R ' , de d-dimensionale uitgebreide reële rechte, in het derde artikel 
in kontinue tralies. In het tweede artikel worden niet-stochastische voorbereidingen 
getroffen, met name m.b.t. halfkontinuïteit. 
Het begrip supremum-zelfontbindbaarheid (sup-zelfontbindbaarheid) is ontstaan als 
analogon van het "additieve" begrip zelfontbindbaarheid. Indien 01 ,02 , . . . reële kon-
stanten zijn, 61,62, . . . positieve reële konstanten, en X i , X 2 , . . . onafhankelijke reëel-
waardige stochasten die op den duur geen van alle domineren, dan vormen de limiet-
verdelingen van de genormaliseerde partiële sommen 
η 
(^Хь-апУЪп (1) 
fc=l 
(voor η —» 00) precies de klasse der (additieve) zelfontbindbare verdelingen. Sterk ver­
want hieraan zijn de (kleinere) klasse der stabiele en de (grotere) klasse der oneindig 
deelbare verdelingen, die op een zelfde manier verkregen worden ingeval de voorwaar­
den die aan de konvergerende rij in (1) worden gesteld sterker respektievelijk zwakker 
gemaakt worden. 
Indien niet naar partiële sommen maar naar partiële maxima gekeken wordt, dus naar 
limietverdelingen van 
η 
(У Xk-an)/bn, 
k=l 
waarbij wederom geen der X t ' s op den duur domineert, dan ontstaat de klasse der 
аир-zelfontbindbare verdelingen. Op dit punt begint ons onderzoek: in het eerste artikel 
wordt sup-zelfontbindbaarheid uitgebreid van R1 naar R (of eigenlijk [—00, oo)d), echter 
met ό
η
 = 1. Intussen heeft Hüsler [1989] het algemene geval bn > 0 onderzocht. 
Sup-zelfontbindbaarheid kan ook intrinsiek gekarakteriseerd worden: een stochast X is 
sup-zelfontbindbaar als er voor elke t > 0 een stochast Χ{ bestaat zó dat 
X = (X-t-l)\/Xt, X-LX,, (2) 
waarbij ' W gelijkheid in verdeling voorstelt, 1 de vektor ( 1 , 1 , . . . , 1) en " ± " onafhanke-
lijkheid. Deze karakterisering verklaart het woord "zelfontbindbaarheid". Evenzo is een 
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verdelingsfunctie F sup-zelfontbindbaar indien er voor elke t > 0 een verdelingsfunktie 
Ft bestaat zó dat 
F(x) = F(x + t-TL)· Ft(x) 
voor alle χ E L. 
Een andere karakterisering is in termen van Poisson-processen. Voor l € R en E := 
{x € R : χ > Ι, χ ψ /} (met koördinaatsgewijze ordening) wordt een Poisson-proces Π 
op (0, oo) χ E gedefinieerd, met een intensiteitsmaat die invariant is voor verschuiving 
langs (0, oo). Dan blijkt de stechest 
Χ : = / ν γ { ι - ί · ] 1 : ( ί , ι ) € Π } 
sup-zelfontbindbaar te zijn; andersom kan ook elke sup-zelfontbindbare stochast die zijn 
waarden in [—oo, oo)'' aanneemt, op deze wijze verkregen worden. 
Het volgende doel was een algemenere opzet. Het begrip "kontinu tralie" bleek daarvoor 
zeer geschikt: enerzijds valt het hierboven bestudeerde voorbeeld R eronder, ander­
zijds ook de ruimte US(E, R) van alle (van boven) halfkontinue funkties van een lokaal 
quasikompakte topologische ruimte E naar R. Dit laatste voorbeeld heeft toepassingen 
in de stochastische meetkunde en de beeldverwerkingsanalyse (Matheron [1975], Serra 
[1982]). 
Een kontinu tralie L is een volledig tralie (d.w.z. elke deelverzameling van L heeft een in-
fimnm en een supremum), waarop een bepaalde strikte ongelijkheidsrelatie gedefinieerd 
is die de eigenschap heeft dat elk element gelijk is aan het infimum over alle strikt 
grotere elementen. Voorzien van de zgn. Lawson-topologie wordt zo'n tralie een kom­
pakte HausdoríF-ruimte. Verder nemen we aan dat de topologie een aftelbare basis 
bezit. 
Het analogon van (2) wordt 
χ±τιχνχ,, X±Xt, 
waar T' een ordenings-automorfisme op £ is voor elke t > 0. Aldus ontstaat een groep 
(T£)ign v311 automorfismen op L, waarbij T - ' de inverse van T' is, T 0 het identieke au-
tomorfisme, en waarbij de groep-bewerking gedefinieerd is door Τ*Τη = Tt+U. We eisen 
bovendien dat voor elke t > 0, T' anti-extensief is (T'x < i ) . Hieruit volgen nuttige 
eigenschappen als: iedere T' is kontinu en bewaart willekeurige infima en suprema. 
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In het geval L = US(E, R) kan Τ als volgt genomen worden: (T<x)(u) := x(u)—t voor 
χ £ L, и £ E en t > 0. Zowel dit voorbeeld als het R -voorbeeld keren regelmatig terug 
ter illustratie van de volgende theorie. 
Met behulp van de automorfismen wordt in L een partitie gemaakt, waarbij elk element 
zeer overzichtelijk en hanteerbaar is. Sup-zelfontbindbare stochasten blijken nu ontbind-
baar te zijn in twee komponenten, waarvan de ene ongevoelig is voor de automorfismen 
("invariant") en de andere zich uitsluitend afspeelt binnen één zo'n partitie-element. De 
analyse wordt hierdoor een stuk vergemakkelijkt: men kan zich nu immers beperken tot 
sup-zelfontbindbaie stochasten met waarden binnen één partitie-element. Voor zulke 
stochasten, en dus voor alle sup-zelfontbindbare stochasten, zijn de eerder genoemde 
resultaten m.b.t. limietverdelingen en Poissonprocessen te veralgemenen naar de tralie-
kontekst. 
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S U P R E M A S I N M A L K O M P O N E B L O 
Resumo 
Tiu ci tezo temas pri suprema sinmalkomponeblo. G i konsistas el tri partoj , forme de 
tri apartaj artikoloj. En la unua artikolo, stokastoj havas siajn valorojn en R , la d-
dimensia etendita reela spaco, en la tría artikolo en kontinuaj latisoj. En la dua artikolo 
faratas nestokastikaj preparoj, cefe rilate al duonkontinueco. 
La noció 'suprema sinmalkomponeblo' (supsinmalkomponeblo) ekestis kiel analogo de 
la adicia noció'sinmalkomponeblo'. S e a i , a 2 , . . . estas reelaj konstantoj, 61,62»· · · poz-
itivaj reelaj konstantoj, kaj -ΧΊ,Λ^,... nedependaj reelvaloraj stokastoj el kiuj neniu 
fine superregas, tiam la limesaj distribuoj de la normumitaj partaj sumoj 
(¿Х*-а
п
)/Ь» (1) 
(kiam η —> oo) konsistigas precize la familion de la (adicie) »mmalkomponeblaj dis­
tribuoj. Forte rilataj al gi estas la (pli malgranda) familio de la stabilaj kaj la (pli 
gronda) familio de la nefinie divideblaj distribuoj, kiuj ekhaveblas en sama maniero 
kiam la kondicoj al la konverga vico en (1) estas plifortigataj au malplifortigataj, re­
spektive. 
Se oni konsideras ne partajn sumojn sed partajn maksimumojn, do se oni konsideras 
limesajn distribuojn de 
η 
( V Xk - an)/bn 
k=l 
kie denove neniu el la Xfc-oj fine superregas, tiam ekestas la familio de la supanmalkom-
poneblaj distribuoj. Tie ci komencigas nia esplorado: en la unua artikolo, supsinmalkom­
poneblo estas etendita de R1 al R (au fakte [—00, oo)d), tarnen kun 6
n
 = 1. Intertempe 
Hüsler [1989] esploris la generalan kazon bn > 0. 
Supsinmalkomponeblo karakterizeblas ankau en rekta maniero: stokasto X supsin-
malkomponeblas se por ciu <>0 ekzistas stolöisto Xt tiel ke 
X±(X-t-l)VXt, X±Xt, (2) 
kie "=" signas distribuafl egalecon, 1 la vektoron ( 1 , 1 , . . . , 1) kaj "X" nedependecon. 
Tiu ci karakterizajo klarigas la vorton "sinmalkomponeblo". Same, akumula proba-
blodistribuo F supsinmalkomponeblas se por ciu <>0 ekzistas akumula probablodis-
tribuo Ft tiel ke 
F(x) = F(x + t-TL)-Ft(x) 
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por ciu χ € L. 
Alia karakterizajo rílatas Poissonajn procezojn. Por / G π kaj Ε := {χ € π : 
χ > Ι, χ φ /} (kun laukoordinata ordo) oui difinas inn Poissonan procezon Π sur (0, oo) χ 
E, kun intenseca mezuro kiu estas invarianta ce translacio lau (0, oo). Tiam la stokasto 
Α ' : = / ν Υ { χ - ί · 1 : ( ί , χ ) ε Π } 
montrigas supsinmalkomponebla; inverse ciu supsinmalkomponebla stokasto kun ciuj 
siaj valoroj en [—00, oo)1*, ekhaveblas en tiu ci maniero. 
La sekvanta celo estis pli generala kadro. La nocio 'kontinua latiso' montrigas ege tauga: 
unuflanke, la cisupre pristudita modelo en R estas ekzemplo de gi, aliflanke алкай 
la spaco US(E, R) de ciuj (supre) duonkontinuaj funkcioj sur loke kvazaukompakta 
topologia spaco E. Tiu ci lasta ekzemplo aplikeblas en la stokastika geometric kaj en 
la bildanalizo (Matheron [1975], Serra [1982]). 
Kontinua latiso L estas kompleta latiso (tio signifas ke ciu subaro de L havas infimon 
kaj supremon), en kiu iu strikte neegaleca rílato estas difinita kun la eco ke ciu elemento 
égalas la infimon de ciuj elementoj strikte pli grandaj. Provizata de la t.n. Lawsona 
topologie, tia latiso farigas kompakta Hausdorffa spaco. Plue ni supozas ke la topologie 
posedas numereblan bazon. 
La analogo de (2) estas 
Х = Т
г
ХУХ
и
 ХЛ-Xt, 
kie Г' estas ordautomorfio sur L рог ciu t > 0. Tiel ekestas grupo (T')4gn de aîitomorfioj 
sur L, en kiu Г - ' estas la inverso de T' kaj T0 la neutrala automorfio, kaj en kiu la 
grupa operacio estas difinata per T'T" = T ' + u . Krome ni postulais ke рог ciu t > 0, T* 
estas malpligrandiga (T'x < x). Tio ci sekvigas utilajn ecojn kiel: ciu T* estas kontinua 
kaj konservas arbitrajn infimo j η kaj supremojn. 
En la kazo L = US(E,R), T difineblas jene: (T'x)(u) : = x ( u ) - i рог χ G L, и € E kaj 
t > 0. Kaj tiu ci ekzemplo kaj la ekzemplo en R regule геарегаз por ¡lustri la sekvantan 
teorion. 
Helpe de la automorfioj ni partigas L en sinoptikajn, facile trakteblajn partojn. Ja 
montrigas ke ciu supsinmalkomponebla stokasto malkomponeblas en du stokastoj, el 
kiuj unu estas invarianta rilate al la automorfioj, dum la alia havas ciuj η siajn valoroj η 
ene de unu tia parto de L. Tio ci konsiderinde plifaciligas la analizon: nun ja eblas limigi 
sin je supsinmalkomponeblaj stokastoj kun ciuj siaj valoroj ene de unu tia parto de L. 
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Por tiaj stokastoj, kaj do por ciuj supsinmalkomponeblaj stokastoj, generaligeblas la 
supre menciitaj rezultoj pri limesaj distribuoj kaj Poissonaj procezoj al la latisa situacio. 
Noto: рюг la fakaj terminoj mi konsultis krom generalaj vort aroj cefe: 
KISELMAN, C. [1985]. Matematika terminaro Esperanto-angla-franca-sveda. Univer­
sitato de Uppsala. 
REIERS0L, О. [1982]. Matematikaj kaj statistikaj terminoj en Esperanto. Universitato 
de Oslo. 
REIERS0L, 0 . [1985]. Principoj рюг elekto de matematikaj kaj stokastikaj terminoj 
en Esperanto. Universitato de Oslo. 
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1. De zgn. uan-voorwaarde uit de additieve zelfontbindbaarheidstheorie: 
[№1 
max Ρ 
i = l η Ьп 
>ε 
als η —» οο voor elke ε > 0 (zie Loève [1977]), kan verzwakt worden tot 
ir-1 
1Γ-' 
als η —> oo voor elke e > 0 en elke к e N. Een analoge uitspraak geldt voor de 
uan-voorwaarde in dit proefschrift. 
2. Zij X kompakt, ƒ een onderhalfkontinue R-waardige funktie op X, zij U С X open 
en xu de karakteristieke funktie van U (χυ{χ) = 1 als χ e 17, χι/(ι) = —oo als 
χ ^ U). In tegenstelling tot wat gesuggereerd wordt in het bewijs van Propositie 
1.1.21.2 in Gierz et al. [1980], is de volgende uitspraak niet waar: als /(u) > г voor 
alle u e U, dan г · χυ <. f • 
3. Als ƒ : R —t R konkaaf is, dan is voor elke ί > 0 de funktie χ ι-» f (χ) — f (χ + t) 
stijgend. Voor de omkering hiervan zijn extra gegevens nodig, bv. meetbaarheid 
van ƒ ; anders kunnen met behulp van het keuzeaxioma tegenvoorbeelden gevonden 
worden. 
4. Zij L een kontinu tralie, voorzien van de Lawson-topologie met aftelbare basis. Als 
X en Y gelijkverdeelde L-waardige stochasten zijn en X < Y met kans 1, dan geldt 
X = Y met kans 1. 
5. Het spel "RISK" is vrijwel eerlijk: indien de verdediger, die de keuze heeft uit één 
of twee dobbelsteenworpen, telkens de verstandigste keuze maakt, "wint" hij in 
1296 beurten gemiddeld één leger meer dan de aanvaller. 
6. Het is jammer dat de meeste wiskundigen, ja zelfs de meeste topologen, ruimten 
zonder de Hausdorif-eigenschap als rariteiten beschouwen. 
7. In elke opleiding voor hoger onderwijs dient van statistiek tenminste duidelijk 
gemaakt te worden, wat het doel, de mogelijkheden en de onmogelijkheden zijn. 
Dan komt er misschien een einde aan de neiging van opdrachtgevers, het statistici 
kwalijk te nemen als de resultaten van een onderzoek niet signifikant blijken te zijn. 
8. Het gebrek aan waardering voor goed onderwijs, dat men wel in de akademische 
wereld aantreft, bestendigt zichzelf: kandidaat-werknemers, die goed onderwijs wèl 
belangrijk vinden, gaan liever ergens anders werken. 
9. De stelling: "Grote mensen houden van cijfers" in het boek "Le petit prince" van 
Antoine de Saint-Exupéry impliceert dat de meeste wiskundige onderzoekers geen 
grote mensen zijn. 
10. De uitleg in de Oostduitse schoolboeken, dat de Berlijnse muur diende om de verder-
felijke invloeden van het kapitalisme buiten te houden, blijkt minder ver bezijden 
de waarheid dan algemeen gedacht werd. 
11. Op de fietskaarten van de ANWB worden landsgrenzen met plustekens en fietspaden 
met mintekens aangegeven. Gezien de recente ontwikkelingen op het gebied van 
politiek en milieu, ligt het voor de hand, in de volgende editie deze tekens te 
verwisselen. 
12. De plastic bak waarin partikulieren in Noord-Brabant him klein chemisch afval 
kunnen bewaren tot de eerstvolgende inzameling, heeft men "gifbak" gedoopt. Deze 
naam krijgt extra betekenis indien hij op zijn Engels uitgesproken wordt. 


